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Preface

A growing body of research is documenting how innovative commercial firms are better man-
aging their suppliers, supply base, and supply chain and applying a number of best purchasing 
and supply management (PSM) practices. These firms report that these practices have helped 
them improve performance, reduce total costs, and limit risks to operations. Recognizing the 
applicability of these practices to some of its own supply and logistics practices, the United 
States Marine Corps (USMC) is undertaking efforts to improve its purchasing and supply 
chain management.

A key part of identifying PSM-related supply chain improvement opportunities is con-
ducting a spend analysis. This documented briefing presents the results of an analysis of con-
tract transaction data in support of ongoing Marine Corps strategic sourcing efforts. The docu-
ment also provides new insights into Marine Corps expenditures for goods and services, overall 
direct spending, and comparison spending with that in other military services.

This research should be of interest to all persons involved in improving purchasing and 
supply management for the Marine Corps. While focusing specifically on the Marine Corps, 
this document relies on the format, methodology, and some content of earlier spend analyses 
prepared for the Air Force and Army.

RAND conducted and documented this research in 2006. Since then, the Marine Corps 
has implemented some of the recommendations regarding analyses of its spend data. The over-
all study results, nevertheless, demonstrate both how the services may wish to assess its direct 
and indirect spend data, especially data for indirect purchases made on its behalf.

Similar work has been documented in the following RAND Corporation publications: 

• The F100 Engine Purchasing and Supply Chain Management Demonstration: Findings 
from Air Force Spend Analyses, by Mary E. Chenoweth and Clifford A. Grammich (MG-
424-AF, 2006). 

• Implementing Purchasing and Supply Chain Management: Best Practices in Market Research, 
by Nancy Nicosia and Nancy Y. Moore (MG-473-AF, 2006).

• Using a Spend Analysis to Help Identify Prospective Air Force Purchasing and Supply Man-
agement Initiatives: Summary of Selected Findings, by Nancy Y. Moore, Cynthia R. Cook, 
Clifford A. Grammich, and Charles Lindenblatt (DB-434-AF, 2004). 
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• Implementing Best Purchasing and Supply Management Practices: Lessons from Innovative 
Commercial Firms, by Nancy Y. Moore, Laura H. Baldwin, Frank Camm, and Cynthia 
R. Cook (DB-334-AF, June 2002. Web only:
http://www.rand.org/pubs/documented_briefings/DB334/).

This research was sponsored by the Marine Corps Deputy Commandant for Installations 
and Logistics and conducted within the Forces and Resources Policy Center of the RAND 
National Defense Research Institute, a federally funded research and development center 
sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, the Unified Combatant 
Commands, the Department of the Navy, the Marine Corps, the defense agencies, and the 
defense Intelligence Community.

For more information on the RAND Forces and Resources Policy Center, see http://
www.rand.org/nsrd/about/frp.html or contact the director (contact information is provided on 
the web page).
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Summary

Like the other military services, the U.S. Marine Corps must execute an increasingly broad 
array of tasks. In conducting these operations, it has had to embrace new operational and sup-
port concepts and to make the most of existing resources.

Improved purchasing and supply management (PSM) practices can offer ways for the 
Marine Corps to improve performance and save money through better management of its 
existing resources and freeing of funds for other priorities. Such practices may include consoli-
dating multiple contracts, particularly sole-source contracts, with existing providers; selecting 
the best providers and offering them longer contracts with broader scopes of goods and ser-
vices; and working with selected strategic partners to improve quality, responsiveness, and cost. 
Because of the success of earlier efforts by the Department of Defense (DoD) to improve PSM, 
as well as that of leading commercial firms, the Marine Corps retained RAND in September 
2004 to perform high-level spend analyses of fiscal years 2003 and 2004 contract transaction 
data. In October 2004, it established a Strategic Purchasing Initiative (SPI) Integrated Process 
Team (IPT) that used these analyses to apply best PSM practices to its operations.

One of the steps in implementing best PSM practices is to conduct a spend analysis. A 
spend analysis is an analysis of expenditures along such dimensions as type of commodity or 
service and suppliers, number of contracts and expenditures, and other variables showing how 
current money is spent on goods and services. A spend analysis can help enterprises identify 
areas where PSM initiatives are likely to produce the greatest benefit. This document summa-
rizes a high-level analysis of Marine Corps spending and identifies prospective PSM oppor-
tunities. This analysis was used by the SPI IPT to help target areas of spending for its initial 
commodity teams.

Background

In fiscal year (FY) 2004, the total Marine Corps budget was $18.9 billion (Figure S.1). Of 
this, $7.6 billion, or 40 percent, was for weapons (i.e., procurement) and other goods and ser-
vices. Most of these expenditures are actually made by the Navy, Army, and Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA) on behalf of the Marine Corps rather than directly by the Marine Corps itself. 
This analysis represents a first effort to document Marine Corps goods and services, a category 
not usually presented in military budgets.
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Figure S.1

S.1

Because nonpersonnel costs are those over which the military services generally have 
greater control, and because the Marine Corps has a higher proportion of its budget devoted to 
personnel than the other services do, the Marine Corps has smaller opportunities than other 
services for PSM improvements. Nevertheless, the proportion of the budget devoted to goods 
and services in particular is worth careful consideration for two reasons. First, the nonperson-
nel budget, particularly that for goods and services, has grown faster than the personnel budget 
in recent years. Second, the budget for these could continue to grow to the extent that opera-
tions in Iraq and Afghanistan require additional purchases, reengineering of business pro-
cesses leads to decreased requirements for support personnel, or outsourcing of services leads to 
increased purchases of goods and services.

Several sources of data are available on direct expenditures by the Marine Corps as well 
as on indirect expenditures made by others on its behalf for weapons and other goods and 
services. Unfortunately, many years of decentralized purchasing practices across DoD means 
there is no single centralized database of purchases and that available data vary in quality. 
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This work seeks to provide as comprehensive an overview as permitted by extant data of direct 
spending and a significant portion of indirect spending.

Findings on Direct Purchases

For direct commercial purchases, one of the richest sources of extant data is DD350 data.1 In 
FY 2004, the year we analyze, DD350 data covered 86 percent of the $3.3 billion in direct 
commercial purchases by the Marine Corps. Although they constitute less than half of all 
Marine Corps purchases for goods and services, such purchases warrant special attention by 
the Marine Corps because of the control the service has over these expenditures.

DD350 data offer detailed information for each contract action of at least $25,000. (In 
recent years, they have included transactions of at least $2,500 as well.) This information 
includes the cost of and the general category of the contract, which purchase office codes 
issued and used the contract, which provider won the contract, whether providers are small or 
disadvantaged businesses, industry classifications of purchases, the number of solicitations and 
offers, and the type of market (e.g., sole-source or competitive) for the commodity.

DD350 data show that the Marine Corps has

• Seventeen different purchase office codes for buying weapons, goods, and services. In some 
ways, the number of Marine Corps purchasers is quite lean. There are, for example, far 
fewer purchase office codes in the Marine Corps than in other services. Nevertheless, it 
could be leaner still. For example, the Marine Corps appears to have more than a dozen 
purchase office codes buying such commonly used commodities as office furniture and 
communications equipment. Consolidating such duplicated purchasing could improve 
performance by giving those with the greatest expertise responsibility for purchasing a 
commodity as well as help reduce transaction costs and realize savings, such as those from 
volume discounts. Further savings may be possible by consolidating purchases across 
DoD. Indeed, the Marine Corps participates in a commodity council for furniture and 
fixtures, established by the Navy in April 2005, and leads commodity teams for informa-
tion technology, clothing, and office equipment. Recently, it has activated commodity 
teams for professional services and maintenance of equipment. 

• Multiple purchasers and contracts associated with the same parent firm. More than one 
in four firms holding Marine Corps contracts have more than one such contract, with 
one firm having 49 contracts (Figure S.2). For companies with multiple contracts, the 
Marine Corps is paying repetitive bidding and contract administration costs through 
higher prices. The Marine Corps may also be diluting its buying power by using mul-
tiple contracts to purchase from the same firm. Reducing the number of these contracts

1 The Marine Corps, along with the other military services and defense agencies, has long collected data on transactions 
equal to or greater than $25,000 using the DoD Form 350, Individual Contract Action Report, which was stored in the 
DD350 Contract Action Reporting System.
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Figure S.2

S.2

may help the Marine Corps improve performance by increasing its leverage with these 
suppliers.

• Many purchase office codes associated with the same contractor. One in six firms with Marine 
Corps contracts deals with more than one purchase office code, with one supplier having 
contracts with 11 purchase office codes. When the same contractor has contracts with 
different offices of the same purchaser, the purchaser incurs indirect marketing costs and 
other higher transaction costs associated with each contractor selling goods and services 
to more than one activity of the purchaser. Purchasers may also find it difficult and costly 
to manage unnecessarily large numbers of contracts with the same provider.

• Contracts for goods or services available from only one supplier. Such sole-source contracts 
account for over one-third of the offers solicited on DD350 contracts (Figure S.3). 
Although sole-source contracts can be desirable, the opportunities for gaining leverage 
over sole suppliers may be limited. Still, the Marine Corps may be able to pursue perfor-
mance improvements and cost savings with such suppliers. Several suppliers have a dozen 
or more sole-source contracts. Consolidating multiple sole-source contracts with the same 
sole-source supplier can reduce total costs for both the supplier and the Marine Corps.
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Figure S.3

S.3

Findings on Indirect Purchases

In addition to DD350 data on direct purchases by the Marine Corps, we explore Active Con-
tract File (ACF) data on purchases the DLA made on behalf of the Marine Corps. Although 
the ACF accounts for only about $13 billion of the more than $24 billion that DLA had made 
in direct purchases in FY04, it includes many more smaller contract actions (i.e., those that are 
less than $25,000) than are present in the DD350.

Altogether, the ACF includes data on $505 million in DLA purchases of goods for the 
Marine Corps in FY 2004. (Unlike DD350 data, ACF data do not include services.) These 
purchases represented 4 percent of the total DLA spend shown in the ACF. These data indicate 
that, for most goods it obtains through DLA, the Marine Corps would have to partner with 
other services for PSM improvements.

DLA purchased goods used by the Marine Corps through 54,241 contracts, covering 
42,942 National Stock Numbers from 4,153 parent company ID codes. Sole-source and single-
source contracts accounted for 43 percent of contracts and 24 percent of dollars for goods that 
DLA purchases for the Marine Corps. That is, DLA is purchasing for the Marine Corps many  
goods for which there are limited, or no, possibilities for substitution. Three in four contracts 
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as well as four in nine dollars for ACF goods that DLA purchases for the Marine Corps were 
with small businesses. Many of these purchases may stem in part from federal goals for small 
business procurement.

Many contracts and most contract actions and dollars managed by DLA are handled 
through automated actions. Automation can eliminate many of the PSM concerns associated 
with a large number of contracts, such as those DLA has. Nevertheless, some steps in “auto-
mated” processes—e.g., those for shipping goods—are not automated and, hence, can carry 
costs associated with those of multiple contracts. Furthermore, even “automated” purchases 
have some transaction costs, albeit ones that are smaller than those for manually processed 
purchases, which can become substantial when multiplied by thousands of contracts.

Many DLA goods are also shipped from suppliers by direct-vendor delivery (DVD) to 
the ultimate user. When introducing DVD for items such as nuts and washers consumed in 
repairs, DLA personnel noted that delays in expensive repairs could be avoided if such items 
were made available more quickly. DVD, however, can be costly and requires additional han-
dling by users, who have to receipt and distribute many small packages. The trade-off between 
total costs for a potentially large number of shipments and reductions in inventory costs, as 
well as shorter order and ship times resulting from DVD, may be worth further analysis.

Conclusions

Although the sheer size of its spend for weapons, other goods, and services, nearly $8 billion, 
merits attention, the area of opportunities the Marine Corps has for implementing PSM initia-
tives is smaller than that for the other military services. This difference is because of the large 
proportion of its spend devoted to personnel and the large amount of its spend for weapons, 
other goods, and services that is actually spent by others on its behalf.

Still, there are several PSM initiatives to improve performance and reduce costs avail-
able to the Marine Corps, many of which it has already taken, to improve performance and 
reduce costs. Data on both direct and indirect purchases indicate corporate contracts grouping 
several individual sole-source contracts may allow the Marine Corps to leverage its purchas-
ing power for more favorable terms and conditions. Indeed, initial Marine Corps commodity 
teams reported, in October 2005, estimated savings that met their goals. 

Our research provides a first review of how Marine Corps purchases of different com-
modity groups and with leading suppliers compare with those of other DoD purchasers, and 
we discuss who should provide leadership, by supplier and commodity. Our research also indi-
cates who might be best positioned within DoD to provide leadership with certain suppliers 
or for certain commodities. As a result, the Marine Corps SPI IPT decided to take a two-tier 
approach. Tier I would establish Marine Corps–wide commodity teams, while Tier II would 
focus on Marine Corps participation in commodity teams led by others (Simon, 2006). 

Although the Marine Corps is typically not the largest DoD purchaser from a given 
corporation or within a given industry, it is the DoD leader in some niches (e.g., particular 
sole-source commodities from certain firms) and can help leverage DoD spend more generally. 
In addition, its PSM initiatives can serve as a model for other military branches and agencies. 
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Its food service contract consolidation, for example, appears, according to these data, to be a 
good example of improving business practices and adapting purchases of a commodity to local 
needs and tastes.

A thorough spend analysis would identify not only opportunities for improving perfor-
mance and reducing costs but also some of the risks that may be associated with using innova-
tive PSM practices. These include situations in which there may be

• suppliers with financial problems
• low or highly variable demand
• no contract
• no supplier performance incentives or commitment to improve
• inadequate or limited past performance information
• inappropriate scopes of work.

The data we examined offer no information on these variables. Some of them may be 
relatively simple to analyze in other existing spend data. Others must be researched more care-
fully using additional internal and external data sources. In particular, conducting a complete 
Marine Corps spend analysis would require information on the needs, preferences, and priori-
ties of commodity users not indicated in these data. Because the Marine Corps needs to bal-
ance prospective savings, performance improvements, risks, and other policy goals, not all best 
commercial practices may be appropriate for it. Nevertheless, because it is also a comparatively 
small purchaser of goods and services within DoD, it can benefit most from spend analyses 
seeking to increase overall leverage, both for itself and the other military services and agencies.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1

Like the other military services, the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) must execute an increas-
ingly broad array of tasks. In recent years, the Marine Corps has conducted operations from 
Afghanistan to the Horn of Africa and from Iraq to Liberia. In conducting these operations, 
the Marine Corps has had to embrace new operational and support concepts and to make the 
most of existing resources.

Applying best purchasing and supply management (PSM) practices to its purchases of 
goods and services offers the Marine Corps one means to improve performance and make the 
most of its resources. Such practices may include developing a more “strategic” approach to 
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PSM—focusing on best values rather than on low bids, mutual efforts by the supplier and the 
customer to improve processes, and means to reduce transaction costs.1

Accordingly, the Marine Corps is aggressively seeking to apply best PSM practices to 
its operations. Among the initiatives it has launched is a Strategic Purchasing Initiative (SPI) 
Integrated Process Team (IPT), which was created in October 2004 to conduct an end-to-
end review of product and service acquisition processes (Simon, 2006; United States Marine 
Corps, 2004).2 This team analyzed (1) strategic sourcing questions—i.e., from whom the 
Marine Corps buys, and (2) purchasing processes—i.e., how it buys.

One of the first steps to implementing best PSM practices is to conduct a spend analysis. 
The Marine Corps strategic sourcing process is designed to include an overall analysis of expen-
ditures, or spend, by commodity. The Department of Defense (DoD) is also developing com-
modity teams for purchasing goods and services across the department and is requiring these 
teams to develop the capability to conduct spend analyses. For example, as we will discuss later, 
the SPI IPT reviewed early RAND analyses of Marine Corps spending to establish priorities 
and commodity teams to improve PSM practices (Simon, 2006).

Spend analyses for the Marine Corps and other components of DoD can help identify 
opportunities and prospective risks for improved PSM practices within each component. They 
can also help each component identify appropriate partners for developing and implementing 
such practices.

1 For a broader discussion of purchasing and supply management, see Dobler and Burt (1996), Ellram and Choi (2000), 
Chapman et al. (1998), and Flynn and Farney (2000). Flynn and Farney (pp. 2–3) note that although “the term purchasing 
has long been used to describe the functional role of those who own the process by which outside inputs are controlled . . . 
the term supply management is now often used to capture [a] more strategic role for purchasing within the enterprise.”
2 The Strategic Purchasing Initiative is an effort by the Marine Corps Business Enterprise Office to develop “techniques 
and best practices that improve the purchasing support to customers and reduce transaction costs” (United States Marine 
Corps, 2004, p. 5). Once implemented, the initiative is expected to achieve savings of $10 million annually.
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2

Purchased goods and services constitute $6.1 billion, or 32 percent, of Marine Corps 
expenditures in fiscal year (FY) 2004. Procurement of weapon systems constituted an addi-
tional $1.5 billion, or 8 percent, and personnel costs constituted $11.3 billion, or 60 percent. 
By contrast, only 36 percent of all DoD expenditures were for personnel costs.

Although the proportion of the Marine Corps budget going to purchased goods and 
services and procurement of weapons is smaller than that for the rest of DoD, these areas of 
expenditure deserve special attention for at least three reasons. First, the military services have 
greater control over the portions of their budgets that are not devoted to personnel. Second, 
expenditures for purchased goods and services could grow to the extent that outsourcing of 
services leads to increased purchases of goods and services from external suppliers or the reen-
gineering of business processes leads to decreased requirements for support personnel. Com-
mercial firms have increased their purchases of external goods and services at the same time as 
they have focused more on tasks where they can contribute the greatest value and outsourced 
those that are not part of their core competencies. Similarly, better management of external 
purchases of goods and services could help the Marine Corps free up personnel for more 
important, mission-related activities and also lead to improved logistics support.
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The third reason that nonpersonnel costs, particularly purchases of goods and services, 
merit special attention is their increasing share of the Marine Corps budget. Between FY 1999 
and FY 2004, expenditures on purchased goods and services increased 97 percent, while those 
for procurement of weapons increased 67 percent and those for personnel increased 57 percent. 
As a result, purchased goods and services increased from 28 to 32 percent of the Marine Corps 
budget.3

Most weapons, goods, and services used by the Marine Corps are purchased on its behalf 
by the Navy, the Army, and the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). Accordingly, analyses of 
its spend should focus separately on these indirect purchases by the Marine Corps and on the 
direct purchases of goods and services it makes, and over which it has the most control.

3 In recent decades, purchased goods and services have grown very rapidly as a proportion of the budget for private enter-
prises, from about 30 percent a quarter century ago to about 70 percent today (Atkinson, 2000).
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Several DoD initiatives to improve PSM for goods and services have used a spend analysis 
to guide their efforts (for examples, see Chenoweth and Grammich, 2006; Moore et al., 2002; 
Moore et al., 2004; and Simon, 2006). Spend analyses have also been key to private-sector 
PSM improvements. A survey of 157 supply chain executives found 80 percent viewed analysis 
of spending as “very important” or “critical” to the success of their enterprise (Aberdeen Group, 
Inc., 2002, p. 6). A spend analysis can help enterprises focus purchasing practice improvements 
on areas where they are likely to produce the greatest benefit (Sawchuk, 2002).

The success of spend analyses and other efforts to improve purchasing and supply man-
agement practices in other enterprises has motivated similar, aggressive efforts by the Marine 
Corps to document and better manage its own processes. In this document, we seek to help 
the Marine Corps answer several questions in targeting their PSM initiatives, including the 
following:

• What do existing data indicate about opportunities for applying best PSM practices and 
improving performance (e.g., responsiveness, quality, reliability, flexibility, cost)?

• Does the Marine Corps have the necessary information, including centralized data on 
supply and management contracts, to effectively support improved PSM practices?

• What can the Marine Corps do to better support the application of best PSM practices?
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In the next chapter, we provide an overview of a spend analysis, including the RAND 
approach to one for the Marine Corps. In Chapter Three, we present a broad overview of pro-
spective opportunities as indicated by the data we examine for the Marine Corps to improve its 
PSM practices for direct purchases. In Chapter Four, we examine some prospective opportuni-
ties for improving PSM practices regarding some specific commodities and suppliers. In Chap-
ter Five, we examine data on spending by the DLA to indicate some prospective opportunities 
for PSM improvements in indirect purchases by the Marine Corps. We present our conclusions 
and recommendations in Chapter Six. The appendix includes a discussion of DD350 data4 and 
analysis issues.

4 The Marine Corps, along with the other military services and defense agencies, has long collected data on transactions 
equal to or greater than $25,000 using the DoD Form 350, Individual Contract Action Report, which was stored in the 
DD350 Contract Action Reporting System.
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CHAPTER TWO

Overview of a Spend Analysis

5

This work is a direct outgrowth of RAND research on the implementation of innovative 
PSM practices at commercial firms and the use of spend analyses in developing PSM strategies 
(Moore et al., 2002). As part of its effort to improve purchasing practices, the Marine Corps 
asked RAND to conduct a first-order spend analysis—i.e., a spend analysis using currently 
available data.
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A spend analysis is an evaluation of enterprise-wide

• Purchases—i.e., what an enterprise is buying, including purchases by product or service, 
dollar value, number of contracts, supplier, and purchasing organizations

• Supplier base—i.e., its suppliers by industry, firm, geography, risk, dependency on (or per-
centage of business from) the enterprise, and socioeconomic variables, such as those iden-
tifying small or disadvantaged businesses that may be relevant to purchaser policy goals.1

A spend analysis can be time consuming and labor intensive. Nevertheless, without one, 
private firms have found it difficult to make the case for changing current practices, to iden-
tify prospective targets for better PSM practices, to develop supply strategies for specific com-
modities, to select the best suppliers, and to manage suppliers so as to maximize rewards and 
minimize risks.

Spend analysis data can show where altering purchasing practices could result in signifi-
cant savings or performance improvements. Enterprises may have different divisions unknow-
ingly buying from the same supplier and not be fully aware of the total leverage they have with 

1 For a description of the characteristics, benefits, and challenges of three levels of spend analysis and their increasing 
application in business, see Aberdeen Group, Inc. (2002).
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suppliers. A spend analysis can identify such patterns and resulting opportunities to leverage 
buying power by consolidating with and across suppliers as well as across goods and services.

A spend analysis combines analytical and benchmarking techniques (as practiced by such 
firms as Aberdeen Group, Answerthink, Ariba, and Dun & Bradstreet) to help identify pro-
spective opportunities and current risks in purchasing and supply management. Many enter-
prises classify or segment their purchases by dollar value or business volume.2

More recently, innovative companies have begun to classify their spend by vulnerabil-
ity and value.3 Purchased goods and services with similar levels of vulnerability and value 
are grouped together for purposes of allocating purchasing resources and developing supply 
strategies. Goods and services with the greatest vulnerability and value, for example, are often 
assigned to the most senior or qualified purchasing personnel. These personnel then develop 
supply strategies and adjust their sourcing approach and relationships to market conditions for 
the product or service.

Altogether, a spend analysis integrates internal spend data and external data on markets 
and suppliers from quantitative and benchmarking analyses to identify risks and opportuni-
ties for savings and performance improvements through application of best PSM practices. It 
reviews corporate family relationships to identify interrelated or duplicate suppliers as well as 
commodities and commodity groups for consolidation or substitution possibilities. It can also 
be used to measure compliance with preferred vendor programs.

Prior to conducting a spend analysis for the military, we reviewed existing literature, inter-
viewed managers at firms with best PSM practices, and gathered information at conferences 
for purchasing professionals. We then collected DoD purchasing data to identify major com-
ponents of total expenditures for the Marine Corps and other services. Other DoD branches 
buy goods and services similar to those that the Marine Corps purchases. Considering these 
purchases as well may help identify what benefits the Marine Corps and other branches of the 
military may gain from consolidating their purchases.

2 Dollar value is the spend an enterprise may have on a commodity or with a supplier. Business volume is measured by the 
number of transactions or suppliers for spend. Analysis by dollar value or business volume is often called a Pareto or ABC 
analysis. The economist Vilfredo Pareto observed that 80 percent of Italy’s wealth was held by 20 percent of the population 
(Rain, 2004).
3 Vulnerability is the risk or exposure realized when procuring a good or service. It may result from market failure, envi-
ronmental risks, natural disasters, or other catastrophic events. The value of a commodity in a spend analysis for purchasing 
and supply management includes the effect of a purchased good or service on final products and overall costs and profits. 
Supply segmentation by vulnerability and value, also called supply positioning, is based on modern portfolio theory for 
quantifying the relationships between risks and returns (Olsen and Ellram, 1998).
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Any sourcing decision has the potential to yield rewards or introduce risks to operations 
(Moore et al., 2002; Sawchuk, 2002). Rewards include opportunities for performance improve-
ments and savings (Aberdeen Group, Inc., 2002). Risks arise when overall performance suffers 
as a result of supplier failures and supply chain or supplier performance issues, including delays 
from order to delivery of critical parts, variable quality of purchased commodities, or increas-
ing costs.

Opportunities for performance improvement are indicated by performance data on a 
supplier demonstrating varied or poor quality, long or inconsistent wait times, little informa-
tion sharing or supplier innovation, and few multiple-year contracts.4 Innovative suppliers may 
apply different strategies to different groups of customers, just as, for example, airlines provide 
better service to their most frequent fliers—and most profitable customers (Steele and Court, 
1996).

Opportunities for savings result from increased leverage, economies of scale or scope, 
and reduced transaction costs (Moore et al., 2002). For example, the Marine Corps ranked 
its spend by both contract dollars and contract transactions (Simon, 2006), which allowed it 
to identify prospective opportunities for leverage and reductions in transaction costs. A spend 
analysis that identifies suppliers with multiple contracts, similar products or services being 

4 As we will discuss later, short-term contracts often discourage suppliers from investing in performance improvements, 
because the payback period may exceed contract length or otherwise be too short to cover investment and other costs.
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provided by multiple suppliers, or different organizations or parts of an enterprise purchasing 
the same goods or services offers evidence of prospective opportunities for savings through 
consolidation of purchases. A spend analysis finding supplier cost growth exceeding that of the 
Producer Price Index (PPI) indicates that a supplier may be exploiting a buyer or that the sup-
plier is not doing enough to control costs or to identify opportunities for savings.5

5 See Ellram (2002) for an example of how John Deere measures cost savings relative to the PPI.
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Prospective sourcing risks can be indicated by cases with6

• only one supplier, limited competition, or limited substitution capabilities. These factors 
could lead to opportunistic behavior by suppliers (Williamson, 1985). Past reports from 
the DoD Inspector General have documented opportunistic behavior by defense contrac-
tors, including overcharging or incorrectly billing for work (see, for example, Phinney, 
2004; Ivanovich, 2004; and Dine, 2002). We examine some situations in which there is 
only one supplier or few bidders. A complete spend analysis would include other indica-
tors of risks, as listed below, that we do not address.

• suppliers with financial problems. Such problems could cause a supplier to go out of busi-
ness or shirk on performance. Due diligence regarding supplier finances and capabilities 
is among the standard practices to prevent such actions.

• low or variable demand.  Suppliers prefer stable workloads because variable workloads 
increase costs, thus making it difficult for a buyer to find and retain good suppliers (Hahn, 
Kim, and Kim, 1986). Suppliers also need stable business to maintain specialized equip-
ment, retain personnel, and otherwise continue operations.

• no contract in place. If no contract is in place, suppliers may, unknown to the buyer, leave 
the market—leaving the buyer in the lurch when needing an item. This situation can be 

6 See Cox (2001a, 2001b) for a more general discussion of these issues.
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particularly difficult when buyers need to find a new supplier for a low-demand item for 
which no other supplier may be available. Even if another supplier is available, such a situ-
ation can add considerable time to the supply process, as personnel identify new suppliers, 
go through the bidding process with them, select one, and negotiate a contract.

• no supplier performance incentives or a prescriptive statement of work. The lack of a 
commitment to improve or an outcome-oriented statement of work limits possibilities for 
improvement.

• inadequate or poor past performance information. This lack prevents replacement of poor 
performers and identification of new and innovative suppliers.

• inappropriate scopes of work. Such a situation may arise when contracts cover too little, 
or too much, work, creating diseconomies of scope and leading to decreased performance 
or increased costs.

Some of these problems may be relatively easy to identify in existing data, although only 
the first can be analyzed with the data available to us on Marine Corps spending. Other prob-
lems must be researched in more detail using other data.

Indicators of prospective opportunities for performance improvements and savings or for 
possible risks of applying best PSM practices can help in targeting PSM initiatives and tailor-
ing supply strategies to specific circumstances. We examine opportunities the Marine Corps 
may find for PSM initiatives, including goods or services with many suppliers, suppliers with 
many contracts, and many independent buying organizations purchasing the same good or 
service. We also examine how uncompetitive markets, including those with sole sources, may 
limit these opportunities.

In the remainder of this chapter, we review the available data for analyzing spending by 
the Marine Corps.
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Many years of decentralized purchasing practices mean there is not a single detailed, cen-
tralized database of DoD purchases. Furthermore, among the disparate sources that exist on 
DoD purchases, the quality of data varies widely. For large purchases, there are fairly detailed 
and generally accurate data available for analysis of direct purchases of weapons, goods, and 
services. Aggregating these data for analysis of total direct purchases across the organization, 
however, means also aggregating the errors that occur in any individual purchasing office.

In FY 2004, the Marine Corps spent $3.3 billion on direct purchases of weapons and 
other goods and services from organizations outside the government. This direct spend includes 
products ranging from weapon systems to ammunition to spare parts to repair services to base 
operating services to automatic data processing (ADP) equipment and software. Much of this 
recent spend may have been related to operations in Iraq and Afghanistan—e.g., for damaged 
equipment that needed repair or replacement, consumable supplies that needed replenishment, 
or new weapon systems in theater.7

The vast majority, or 86 percent, of direct Marine Corps expenditures in FY 2004 were 
reported in DD350 data. DD350 is used to collect data on contract actions typically worth at 

7 The DoD, including the Marine Corps, had responsibilities for managing 70 percent of Iraq reconstruction costs (Witte, 
2005). By one estimate, “the Corps needs $12 billion to bring its ground, communications, and aircraft equipment back up 
to their levels before the Iraq war” (Rogers, 2006).
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least $25,000.8 DD350 data include information on the amount of and the general category 
of the contract, which purchase office codes issued and used the contract, which provider won 
the contract, whether providers are small or disadvantaged businesses, industry classifications 
of purchases, the number of solicitations and offers, and the type of market (e.g., sole source or 
competitive) for the good or service. DD350 data do not contain item-level data, such as part 
number or name, which an ideal spend analysis data source would include. The DD350 data 
feed into the Federal Procurement Data System that Congress and executive branch agencies 
use “to assess the impact that government-wide acquisition policies and processes are having 
on the [procurement] system generally as well as with respect to specific geographical areas, 
markets, and socio-economic goals” (Woods, 2003).

There are some shortcomings of DD350 data for detailed spend analysis. These include 
miscodes for business size as well as Federal Supply Class (FSC) and Product and Service Code 
(PSC)—variables that are used to classify purchases by industry. (See the Appendix for a more 
thorough discussion of DD350 data and analysis issues.) Still, the considerable detail in these 
data makes them useful for high-level spend analyses.

Other sources of DoD and Marine Corps direct-purchasing data are less rich. For most 
direct purchases of smaller amounts in FY 2004, including most made through contract trans-
actions of less than $25,000, only DD1057 data are available.9 DD1057 data offer only monthly 
totals by purchase office code for total contract actions to and dollars spent with businesses of 
varying socioeconomic status. Government purchase cards constituted the remaining 10 per-
cent of direct Marine Corps purchases in FY 2004. Such purchases are summarized monthly 
by card “owner,” the government employee cardholder to whom the credit card has been issued 
by the bank. Neither DD1057 data nor the monthly summaries of government purchase card 
use offer detailed data on what was being purchased. Both sources also lack such detailed data 
on suppliers as those available in the DD350 data. We therefore rely on DD350 data for this 
high-level analysis of Marine Corps purchases.

8 Traditionally, DD350 data were required for contract actions of at least $25,000, but starting in FY 2005, Federal 
Acquisition Regulation 4.602(c)(1) required such actions of at least $2,500 to be recorded as well. This threshold was raised 
to $3,000 in FY 2007 when the micropurchase threshold was raised, except for a $2,000 threshold for construction work 
covered by the Davis-Bacon Act and a $2,500 threshold for service work, such as custodial, janitorial, and housekeeping 
services. The Marine Corps has implemented this lower threshold over time. In FY 2003, 1.9 percent of Marine Corps con-
tract actions reported on DD350 forms were $25,000 or less, representing less than 0.1 percent of Marine Corps DD350 
contract dollars. In FY 2004, 27.1 percent of contract actions reported on DD350 forms were $25,000 or less, representing 
less than 0.3 percent of Marine Corps DD350 contract dollars. The proportion of Marine Corps expenditures covered by 
DD350 data appears to have increased between FY 2003 and FY 2004. In FY 2003, 83 percent of direct Marine Corps pur-
chases—and about a third of all Marine Corps purchases of weapons, other goods, and services—were reported in DD350 
data. Our analysis shows that in FY 2004, about two-fifths of all Marine Corps direct and indirect purchases of weapons, 
other goods, and services were reported in DD350 data. 
9 DD1057 data were eliminated in FY 2005, and all contract actions of at least $2,500 (increased to $3,000 in FY 2007 
with the exceptions noted in footnote 8) were required to be reported on DD350 forms (Lee, 2004).
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We surmise that Marine Corps funds that are not spent on personnel or on direct pur-
chases of weapons and other goods and services are for intragovernment purchases. Put another 
way, as we saw earlier, in FY 2004, the total Marine Corps budget was $18.9 billion, of which 
60 percent, or $11.3 billion, was for personnel, and 40 percent, or $7.6 billion, was for weapons 
and other goods and services. DD350, DD1057, and government purchase cards accounted for 
$3.3 billion in direct purchases, leading us to surmise that the remaining $4.3 billion was for 
intragovernmental purchases.

Unfortunately, we can only infer the total volume of Marine Corps indirect purchases—
i.e., purchases made by other organizations on behalf of the Marine Corps. We can generally 
infer few details on this spend as well. This lack of data is particularly problematic for a Marine 
Corps spend analysis, given that the Marine Corps acquires most of its weapons, goods, and 
services through indirect purchases.10

Intragovernment purchases include funds transfers to DLA, the General Services Admin-
istration (GSA), and the United States Transportation Command (TRANSCOM), as well as 
via Military Interdepartmental Purchase Requests (MIPRs) and other material requisitions. 
Following our analysis of Marine Corps DD350 purchases, we review data on DLA pur-

10 The data above indicate that the Marine Corps acquires 57 percent of its weapons, goods, and services through indirect 
purchases. By contrast, earlier RAND research indicated that the Air Force acquires only 28 percent of its goods and ser-
vices through indirect purchases (Moore et al., 2004).
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chases, focusing on those made on behalf of the Marine Corps. We use an extract from the FY 
2004 Active Contract File (ACF) in the Standard Automated Materiel Management System 
(SAMMS) for this analysis. We discuss our choice of the ACF rather than another data system 
to assess indirect purchases in our chapter on DLA purchases.

We had planned to analyze Navy and Army purchases on behalf of the Marine Corps 
as well by using weapon system codes in the DD350 data to identify purchases for weapons 
the Marine Corps owns but that are purchased and managed by the other services. Unfortu-
nately, the weapon system codes in the DD350 data were changed in FY 2004 to focus on new 
weapon systems. This change made it impossible to estimate weapon-system related purchases 
on behalf of the Marine Corps for many of its older weapons.
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We use several data sources to enhance our analysis. We use DoD-wide DD350 data to 
help identify other DoD purchasers for the goods and services that the Marine Corps pur-
chases and the possibilities for consolidating such purchases across DoD.

We also obtained a DoD Dun & Bradstreet Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) 
file linking defense contractor ID codes to parent firms. These data were current as of Feb-
ruary 2005, about the same time that the FY 2004 DoD-wide DD350 data were released. 
Identifying total purchases made from any particular company can be difficult because many 
DoD suppliers have multiple divisions, names, locations, and contractor ID codes. By using 
the DoD Dun & Bradstreet file, we were able to aggregate purchases for each parent firm and 
identify leading providers of Marine Corps weapons, goods, and services. Such data must be 
interpreted carefully. Mergers, acquisitions, and sales change over time and make the relation-
ship between subsidiaries, their locations, and parent firms a moving target for analysis.

We also used publicly available Securities and Exchange Commission data to determine 
Marine Corps and DoD percentages of sales for top suppliers (Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, 2005). These data help us to learn the importance of the Marine Corps and the DoD 
to these suppliers.

A complete Marine Corps spend analysis would go beyond the data described here. Such 
data would be necessary for determining how to organize commodity teams for implement-
ing best PSM practices, how to find appropriate partners for the Marine Corps in improving 
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its purchasing leverage, and how to develop supply strategies for meeting future commodity 
requirements.

For direct purchases, this effort would include analysis of smaller purchases that we do 
not review, particularly those made by government purchase cards. For indirect purchases, 
such an effort would require data on all other military services and organizations that pur-
chase on behalf of the Marine Corps, not just the limited data that we later examine on DLA 
purchases.

For direct and indirect purchases, a complete spend analysis would require contract data 
linked to item-level data, such as National Stock Numbers (NSNs). It is difficult to link NSN-
level data directly to DD350 data because multiple goods and services may be present on the 
same DD350 contract transaction. Our analysis of indirect purchases made by DLA on behalf 
of the Marine Corps includes NSN data, but these, as noted, represent only a small portion of 
total Marine Corps purchases. 
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A complete Marine Corps spend analysis would also require analysis of the needs, prefer-
ences, and priorities of the ultimate users of weapons, goods, and services. Such a study might 
include, for example, analysis of specific items and quantities of purchased goods and services 
by contract and supplier—a level of detail beyond that in the data we examine. Two Marine 
Corps priorities for its PSM efforts were to support the operational forces and a high probabil-
ity of rapid success—i.e., quick hits (Simon, 2006).

Research is also needed on supplier performance and contracts as well as on how the 
industry typically consolidates and offers goods and services for sale. Such information can 
help purchasers to structure contract requirements that reflect best industry practices and to 
attract the best suppliers to bid. Because DoD and Marine Corps buyers need to balance 
prospective savings, performance improvements, risks, socioeconomic and other goals, and 
regulations that may not be present in the private sector, not all best commercial practices may 
be appropriate in a government or military setting. Nevertheless, knowing the practices and 
processes typical in the industry, particularly the latest technology and innovations, will enable 
the purchaser to attract and select a supplier that does not lag the field. Knowing how much 
suppliers are investing in new technology also helps ensure that the organization’s supply base 
will remain technologically superior.

Information on potential suppliers, their management, and their competencies also helps 
purchasers make the best supplier selection. Contracts with suppliers who provide relatively 
homogeneous goods or services may be an appropriate target for consolidation. Contracts may 
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not be as easily consolidated with a supplier such as General Electric, which has autonomous 
business units for distinct products, such as jet engines, plastics, and medical equipment. A 
thorough spend analysis also requires information on the core competencies and synergies of 
providers.
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A spend analysis also must recognize that many existing practices were developed in 
response to certain policies. That is, there may be valid reasons for current ways of purchasing 
weapons, goods, and services. These must be fully researched and understood to determine if 
new PSM practices can be applied to specific goods, services and suppliers.

Potential limits to using many PSM practices may include unique requirements limiting 
opportunities for consolidation. Grounds maintenance needs at Marine Corps facilities, for 
example, may include irrigation in the Southwest but not the Southeast.

In some cases, there may be limited economies of scale or scope,11 different sources of 
funds that cannot be consolidated, suppliers resisting consolidation of contracts across inde-
pendent business units, political pressures for specific types of suppliers, or initial investment 
requirements for developing new suppliers who exceed expected benefits. Hence, research 
beyond the analyses presented here are required before best PSM practices can be confidently 
applied to develop purchase and supply strategies, select suppliers, or negotiate contracts for 
specific groups of weapons, goods, or services.

11 There may, for example, be no economies of scale available in grounds maintenance or janitorial services because of the 
site-specific nature of the service, but there may be economies of scope available in which different types of facilities support 
services at a single site can be grouped. Conversely, there may be economies of scale available in elevator service contracts, 
particularly for several locations, but little economy of scope available unless prospective facility management service sup-
pliers have their own elevator support contract with terms at least as good as those the Marine Corps or DoD could get 
directly.
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Nevertheless, we do examine some limited indicators of motives for selecting suppliers. 
For example, given federal preferences for purchasing from small businesses, we examine how 
small business participation might be affected by implementation of best PSM practices.
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CHAPTER THREE

General Opportunities for Improving Direct Purchasing Practices
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We use DD350 data for analysis of direct purchasing by the Marine Corps. Such data 
can indicate many prospective opportunities for the application of best PSM practices. These 
may include consolidating contracts for the same good or service, within the same commodity 
group, with the same supplier, or across different purchasers.

In this chapter, we review some general indicators of areas where the Marine Corps may 
expect to find opportunities for improving PSM in its ongoing initiatives. We review over-
all DD350 purchases, including those by commodity, supplier, and purchaser. We examine 
competition in markets in which the Marine Corps purchases by assessing the number of sole 
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source contracts with providers in them. We also examine contract “churn” and the issues asso-
ciated with it by reviewing the number of short-term contracts.
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Altogether, Marine Corps DD350 purchases totaled $2.8 billion in FY 2004. They 
accounted for just over a third of the dollars the Marine Corps spent on weapons, goods, and 
services, and more than five in every six dollars it spent on direct commercial purchases.

These data reveal the complexity of direct purchases by the Marine Corps. They show that 
17 different purchase office codes procure weapons, goods, and services through 3,473 con-
tracts with a large number of contractor facilities represented by 2,297 contractor ID codes.1 
These contracts were for a wide range of goods and services, represented by 661 different FSCs 
and PSCs.2

DD350 data indicate that for many Marine Corps goods and services, there are few 
suppliers, possibly limiting opportunities for PSM innovations. Sole-source and single-source 

1 For data collection purposes, the DoD assigns codes to each unique purchasing or contracting activity. Because there can 
be more than one purchasing activity and, hence, code at a location, we use the term “purchase office code,” which is also 
the name of the data element in the DD350 data, rather than “purchasing office” or a similar variant. Similarly, contractor 
ID codes denote physically separate facilities or sites or independent business units. A single parent firm (e.g., United Tech-
nologies Corporation) with more than one manufacturing facility, physical plant, or business unit (e.g., Otis, Carrier, Pratt 
and Whitney, Hamilton Sundstrand, Sikorsky) can have more than one contractor ID code.
2 FSCs and PSCs are more finely grained federal government indicators of goods and services than the codes of the North 
American Industry Classification System developed by the Department of Commerce. FSCs refer to goods and PSCs to 
services. For ease of reading, and because most of the largest Marine Corps purchases are goods rather than services, we 
sometimes use “FSC” in our text and charts to refer to both goods and services, i.e., both FSCs and PSCs.
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contracts account for 39 percent of DD350 contracts and 30 percent of DD350 contract dol-
lars.3 Only 21 percent of Marine Corps contracts, representing 35 percent of DD350 contract 
dollars, had three or more bidders. Therefore, the Marine Corps is purchasing some weapons, 
goods, and services for which there are limited or no possibilities for competition or substi-
tution. Nevertheless, the Marine Corps may still expect to find some opportunities for PSM 
improvements in sole- or single-source purchases, especially if the supplier is selling other 
goods and services to it.4 When there are credible substitutes for a product, single-source con-
tracts may even be desirable if such contracts encourage the supplier to cooperate in initiatives 
to improve performance and reduce costs.

Most DD350 contracts held by the Marine Corps, accounting for nearly one-fourth of 
its DD350 spend, are with small businesses. Many of these contracts likely stem from federal 
preferences for small business procurement.5 Because small businesses account for 57 percent 
of contracts but only 24 percent of spend, it is possible that the Marine Corps may be incurring 
a large proportion of its transaction costs on a relatively small proportion of its spend. Four per-
cent of DD350 contracts for the Marine Corps as well as 4 percent of DD350 contract dollars 
are for small disadvantaged businesses.6

Because of policy goals for procurement from small and disadvantaged businesses, the 
Marine Corps may expect some challenges in introducing such best PSM practices as supply 
base rationalization and consolidation. Implementing these practices could result in larger 
contracts and reduce its number of suppliers, including small and disadvantaged businesses 
that may not be able to provide the larger scale or scope of services required in consolidated 
contracts. Alternatively, small firms may seek to partner with other firms, both large and small, 
to provide a broader scale or scope of goods and services to the Marine Corps. We will later 
review some ways that the Marine Corps can expect to improve its PSM practices while con-
tinuing to fulfill small business policy goals. In particular, the large number of contracts held 
by small businesses suggests that requirements for such goods and services could be consoli-
dated in a way that would not prohibit the same or other small businesses from winning the 
new, larger contracts.

A comparison of DD350 transactions in FY 2004 with those in FY 2003 reveals sev-
eral shifts in Marine Corps purchases. The total Marine Corps spend on DD350 contracts 

3 Sole-source contracts are those for which there are no other viable and capable providers of requested goods or services. 
Single-source contracts are those for which a source is selected among others for specific reasons. Sole- and single-source 
contracts are not unambiguously differentiated in DD350 data. Hence, our subsequent discussion of statistics on sole-
source contracts may include single-source contracts as well.
4 Hannon (2004) provides a relevant private-sector example. He writes, “If a supplier makes the part only for Lockheed 
Martin, they naturally increase the price.” Nevertheless, “if a certain supplier is not providing the level of savings desired 
and is bidding on other spend areas or business units, [then] the [Lockheed] Strategic Sourcing Solutions group can leverage 
that information and work with the supplier.”
5 The DoD, like all federal agencies, has a congressional mandate to spend 23 percent of its prime contract dollars for pro-
cured goods and services with small businesses. For more on this mandate and its evolution, including difficulties the DoD 
may have in meeting it in future years, see Grammich et al. (forthcoming). For a discussion of how DoD purchasing from 
small businesses varies by industry, see Reardon and Moore (2005).
6 The federal goal for such businesses in FY 2004 was 5.0 percent, while the DoD goal was 5.2 percent.
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increased from $1.8 billion to $2.8 billion. The Marine Corps purchased a wider variety of 
weapons and other goods and services in FY 2004, increasing the number of supply and service 
classes in which it buys from 1,365 to 2,052. Some of this increase may be attributable to the 
inclusion in the data of more contract actions of less than $25,000.
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The above chart shows the leading broad categories in which the Marine Corps purchases 
goods and services. Columns in the chart represent

• Two-position FSC/PSC: also known as the Federal Supply Group (FSG)
• $s M: the total money spent, in millions of dollars, on contracts within each category
• # ctrx: the number of contracts for each FSG
• # ctr ID codes: the number of different contractor ID codes associated with each broad 

grouping
• % $s sole srce: the percentage of dollars in each category that were spent on sole- or single-

source contracts
• % $s small biz: the percentage of dollars in each category that were spent with businesses 

that self-certify as meeting Small Business Administration criteria for “small” businesses
• # PO cds: the number of different purchase office codes ordering each broad group of 

commodities or services.

Most (55 percent of) DD350 dollars were spent on the top four categories above; 76 per-
cent were spent on the top ten. Typically, just one smaller category—i.e., just one four-digit 
FSC or PSC—comprises the bulk of purchases shown above. Of the $488 million spent on the 
two-digit FSG for ground effect vehicles, motor vehicles, trailers, and cycles, for example, $469 
million was spent on the four-digit FSC for wheeled trucks and truck tractors.
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In some cases, comparisons of broader categories with smaller component groupings may 
show areas worth further investigation. For example, the FSG for utilities and housekeeping 
services shows a fairly dispersed spend of $160 million through 84 contracts with 76 different 
contractor ID codes. The bulk of this spend is for food services, on which, as we will discuss, 
the Marine Corps has already consolidated spend in a way that reflects local needs and prefer-
ences. Whether the remaining spend of just over $15 million through more than 75 contracts 
and more than 70 contractor ID codes can be consolidated as food services has been is unclear.

The proportion of spending on these broad groupings that is with sole sources varies 
widely, with most dollars on two FSGs going to sole sources. Similarly, the proportion of spend-
ing on these FSGs that is with small businesses varies widely, with three groupings having more 
than 40 percent of spend with small businesses. How these groupings might be consolidated 
among sole sources and small businesses as well as by purchase offices is an issue we consider 
while discussing individual four-digit FSCs.
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Commodity groupings with high numbers of contracts may also indicate prospective 
targets for improving performance and reducing costs, particularly those related to contract 
administration. Here we show the broad groupings of goods and services in which the Marine 
Corps has the highest number of contracts. See the text for the previous chart. The new col-
umns in the present chart represent

• % ctrx sole srce: the percentage of contracts in each category that were with sole sources
• % ctrx small biz: the percentage of contracts in each category that were with small 

businesses.

Five of the categories above—professional, administrative, and management support ser-
vices; communication, detection, and coherent radiation equipment; maintenance, repair, and 
rebuilding of equipment; general purpose ADP equipment; ADP and telecommunication ser-
vices—are also shown in the previous chart for top FSGs by total spend. That is, these group-
ings, perhaps not surprisingly, have a great many contracts for a great deal of spend.

Seven of the categories above—all but maintenance, repair, and rebuilding of equipment, 
general purpose ADP equipment, and electrical and electronic equipment components—also 
have individual four-digit FSCs that are among those with the highest number of contracts. 
In other words, addressing the number of contracts within key individual FSCs we will later 
review will help boost overall performance across the FSGs shown above.
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Groupings with a high number of contracts but relatively low spend are also of interest 
here. For example, there were 139 contracts with 102 contractor ID codes for $36 million in 
purchases of furniture. Much of this may reflect an effort to boost small business participation 
in overall provision of goods and services; 45 percent of spend for this grouping is with small 
businesses. Yet, most of these contracts, as we will see and discuss later, are for office furni-
ture, a category with lower small business participation than the overall grouping, and with 
a favored federal supplier as well. Both the overall furniture category and the office furniture 
category feature rather competitive markets in which PSM initiatives can often be more easily 
implemented (and for which, in fact, a commodity initiative has already been launched). 

Another grouping with a high number of contracts but relatively low spend is metal bars, 
sheets, and shapes. There were 134 contracts with only 25 contractor ID codes for just $31 
million in spend for this FSG. Most of these contracts were for the four-digit FSC covering 
structural shapes and nonferrous base metal. There were 74 contracts with only ten contrac-
tor ID codes and $7 million in spend for that FSC. While one-third of the contracts for the 
broader category were with sole sources and hence might be difficult to consolidate, a smaller 
proportion of the contracts for the smaller category, as we will see on a later chart, were not.
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Examining more specific categories of goods and services can help better identify pro-
spective opportunities for PSM initiatives to improve performance and possibly reduce costs. 
Here we show four-digit FSCs7 (and PSCs) by total Marine Corps spend for them in FY 2004.

The focus on four-digit FSCs also shows a concentration of spend on a few categories. The 
data above indicate that more than half the DD350 spend by the Marine Corps is in the top 
ten FSCs/PSCs, and more than two-fifths is in the top five. By contrast, other RAND research 
shows less than one-fourth of the DD350 spend by the Army is in its top ten categories. Such 
concentration could help the Marine Corps realize savings from purchasing and supply man-
agement initiatives. This is not surprising, given that the other services and DLA purchase 
many goods on behalf of the Marine Corps.

Many of these categories appear to be in relatively high demand over time. For example, 
five of the categories shown above—trucks and truck tractors, wheeled; program management 
and support services; food services; research, development, testing, and evaluation (RDTE) 
of tank, automotive, and advanced technical developments; and maintenance and repair of 
maintenance and repair shop equipment—were also among the top categories on which the 
Marines spent DD350 money in FY 2003.

7 The first two digits of the code number identify the group, and the last two digits of the code number identify the classes 
within each group.
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Yet, spend for these commodities may also vary, posing a possible challenge to the imple-
mentation of PSM initiatives in any given year. For example, the spend for trucks and truck 
tractors, wheeled, increased from $146 million in FY 2003 to $469 million in FY 2004. The 
spend for other ADP and telecommunication services, $264 million in FY 2004, was not even 
in the top ten in FY 2003. Such variation, perhaps because of ongoing operations in Iraq, can 
pose challenges to implementing best PSM practices, such as developing long-term contracts 
and relationships, which the Marine Corps commodity team on information technology is 
likely seeking.

Other challenges to PSM initiatives are evident in data on contracts, contractor ID codes, 
sole-source spend, small business spend, and purchase office codes. For example, the $140 mil-
lion in spend on RDTE for tank, automotive, and advanced technical developments, accom-
plished through three contracts by one purchase office code with just two contractor ID codes, 
is likely as leveraged as it can be.

The comparatively low number of contracts to purchase food services is also noteworthy. 
Food services are a widespread need that must also be adapted to local tastes. The number 
of contracts for this category indicates that the Marine Corps has already gained experience 
consolidating purchases in a manner that presumably allows varying locations to satisfy local 
needs and preferences.

The spend for program management and support services may warrant more attention. 
This spend constitutes most of that for professional, administrative, and management support 
services, as seen on the earlier table of spend by FSGs. The Marine Corps commodity team for 
professional services may wish to focus much of its effort here, perhaps in reducing the number 
of purchase office codes associated with these services.
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Large numbers of contracts in an FSC or PSC may also indicate specific prospective areas 
to improve performance or reduce costs, particularly, as noted earlier, those related to contract 
administration. Here we review the FSCs/PSCs in which the Marine Corps has the most 
contracts.8

A large number of contracts for similar goods or services might indicate opportunities for 
contract consolidation. Among the FSCs in which the Marine Corps has the most contracts, 
there are dozens of contractor ID codes associated with dozens of contracts issued from vary-
ing numbers of purchase office codes. Some of these categories may provide opportunities for 
consolidation of the supply base; of contracts; or, in a few cases (e.g., miscellaneous commu-
nication equipment and office furniture, each with more than a dozen purchase office codes 
associated with them), of purchasers for greater leverage. More generally, reducing the number 

8 A contract can include more than one FSC or PSC, but each individual transaction can record only one FSC or PSC. 
A summation of individual contracts for FSCs and PSCs can thus suggest a total number of contracts that exceeds the 
actual number of contracts as a result of “double counting”—i.e., contracts associated with more than one FSC or PSC. 
In the chart above, for example, the sum of the number of contracts for the top ten and all other FSCs/PSCs suggests a 
total of 3,578 contracts rather than the 3,473 in FY 2004 data. There is a similar issue in analysis of sole-source contracts. 
The DD350 data contain contracts with actions that are coded both as sole-source and competitive contracts, meaning the 
contracts may be coded as both sole source and competitive. We considered a contract to be sole source if it had at least one 
sole-source transaction and competitive if it had at least one competitive transaction.
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of contracts may allow the Marine Corps to manage an increasing volume of purchases with 
fewer personnel of appropriate skills.

Some goods and services listed here may require the decentralized approach evident to 
acquire them. Socioeconomic goals may also affect implementation of new purchasing prac-
tices. For example, several contracts may be used to purchase a good or service so as to include 
both large and small providers of goods and services, and particularly to boost overall purchas-
ing from small businesses.

Some of the FSCs with high numbers of contracts appear to be fairly consistent over 
time. Seven of the ten FSCs/PSCs on the list above were also among the top ten in FY 2003. 
(Those not in the top ten in FY 2003 included structural shapes, nonferrous base metal; mis-
cellaneous hardware; and medical and surgical instruments, equipment, and supplies.) Office 
furniture and miscellaneous items were the two FSCs with the highest number of contracts in 
both years.

The high number of contracts for miscellaneous items may be worth further investiga-
tion. If these 172 contracts for goods and services were coded with more precise information, a 
spend analysis would be able to provide more information on what the Marine Corps was pur-
chasing. For many of these items, North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 
data are available. These data indicate that more than half of the spending for “miscellaneous 
items” occurred in just four NAICS codes: aircraft manufacturing, engineering services, other 
management consulting services, and all other miscellaneous manufacturing. The Marine 
Corps may wish to investigate contracts with NAICS classification but without FSC/PSC 
codes to determine whether more accurate coding of these contracts is possible. The number of 
contracts and total spend on “miscellaneous items” increased sharply between FY 2003 and FY 
2004. The Marine Corps may wish to investigate such an increase, with a particular focus on 
why more precise coding was not possible for these items. One reason for such changes may be 
changing needs in ongoing operations and the need to complete urgent purchases rather than 
check FSC categorization. 

The Marine Corps has already launched initiatives to pursue improvements in purchasing 
and supply management for some of these commodities. As noted above, there are already com-
modity teams investigating initiatives for office furniture and professional services. The team 
for information technology goods and services may help address opportunities for improving 
performance and reducing costs of ADP systems development services and other ADP and 
telecommunication services.
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Multiple buyers in the same enterprise buying the same good or service can reduce overall 
performance and raise costs. Here we show how the Marine Corps procures particular goods 
and services through many different purchase office codes. 

Multiple purchase office codes buying commodities in the same FSC or PSC may indicate 
that the Marine Corps, by consolidating some of its purchasing efforts, can realize substantial 
economies of scale and scope at greater efficiencies and lower transaction costs. The costs for 
researching best suppliers, soliciting bids, selecting from among them, writing and issuing the 
contract, and managing suppliers can be substantial. Performing the market research necessary 
to develop expertise in various industries can be time consuming and costly. Thus, dispersing 
the responsibility for purchasing can lead to inefficiencies and redundant costs in contracting.

The Marine Corps has ten or more purchase office codes using two dozen or more con-
tractors with two dozen or more contractor ID codes in six of the top seven categories listed 
above (excepting specialized shipping and storage containers). Five of these categories (except-
ing telephone and telegraph equipment) were among those with the greatest number of pur-
chase office codes in FY 2003 as well. This trend may indicate continuing, widespread need for 
these goods and services. Although these contracts involve relatively small amounts of money, 
they may present opportunities to improve performance or realize savings. Such outcomes 
may be accomplished by attracting and selecting better suppliers; reducing transaction costs; 
or working with long-term suppliers on continuous improvement and joint collaborative plan-
ning, forecasting, and replenishment.
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Centralized approaches to purchasing can be tailored to particular needs (Moore et al., 
2002). Many private enterprises centralize development of their supply strategies and manage-
ment of supplier relationships but decentralize their execution (e.g., by placing purchase orders 
against a central or enterprise-wide agreement that is used by purchasers throughout the enter-
prise). This is especially true for goods and services that are not related to their primary output. 
Others, particularly those with diverse businesses, may have the business unit with the most 
leverage, expertise, or strategic need for the good or service establish an enterprise-wise supplier 
relationship. Other business units that need the same goods or services from the supplier may 
also participate in the development and utilization of the agreement.

In some cases, unique local circumstances may demand local purchasing and control. Yet, 
even in these cases, some centralization and accompanying PSM improvements may be pos-
sible. For example, as earlier noted, the Marine Corps has largely centralized its food service 
requirements in ways that presumably allow each location to devise menus for local tastes and 
incomes. This strategy could serve as a model for additional Marine Corps purchasing and 
supply innovations.
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Many prospective targets appear on more than one list of prospective targets for PSM 
innovation. Office furniture, miscellaneous communication equipment, miscellaneous hard-
ware, and miscellaneous items, for example, appear among FSCs with the highest number 
of contracts and the highest number of purchase office codes associated with them. Program 
management and support services appear among categories with the highest number of con-
tracts and among the highest amount of contractor ID codes.

Efforts to improve overall PSM may best be focused on these categories offering multiple 
opportunities. Program management and support services may also offer a relatively easy target 
for consolidating contracts, given the small number of associated purchasing office codes. We 
later examine more specific indicators for improving purchasing and supply management 
within a given FSC.

After initial review of spend data compiled by RAND, determination of operational pri-
orities, and determining which efforts to improve PSM were most likely to offer quick benefits, 
the SPI IPT selected information technology, clothing, and office equipment for its first wave 
of commodity teams (Simon, 2006). Professional services and maintenance of equipment were 
included in its second wave of commodity teams.
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Many Marine Corps contracts are for weapons, goods, or services for which only one sup-
plier is judged to have the required capability. These single- or sole-source contracts account for 
38 percent of Marine Corps contracts and 30 percent of dollars spent through these contracts.

Without competition or reasonable substitutes, the opportunities for gaining leverage 
over suppliers providing these weapons, goods, and services may be limited. Suppliers may be 
reluctant to reduce costs or improve performance if such efforts require investment on their 
part and if the Marine Corps has no alternative source.

Nevertheless, the Marine Corps may find opportunities for performance improvement 
and cost savings in sole-source contracts. Some suppliers may welcome the opportunity to 
serve their customers better, especially to gain further business or even attract other customers. 
Consolidating multiple sole-source contracts or negotiating a multiple-year contract with the 
same sole-source supplier can not only reduce total costs for the buyer and the supplier but also 
induce suppliers, given a larger volume of assured business and lower administration costs, to 
offer price breaks. In addition, fewer, larger, longer-term contracts may enable joint collabora-
tive planning, forecasting, and replenishment as well as continuous improvement.

Furthermore, now that acquisition reform permits past performance to be considered 
in source selection, the Marine Corps may be able to use a firm’s interest in bidding for com-
petitive business to encourage better performance on sole-source contracts. In particular, 
because many defense firms with sole-source contracts also have competitive contracts, the 
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Marine Corps could use performance on sole-source contracts to award business on competi-
tive contracts.9

Data on the number of offers solicited were not available for 24 percent (or 847) of Marine 
Corps contracts and 17 percent of dollars spent through these DD350 contracts. As for the 
large number of contracts coded for “miscellaneous items,” faulty coding procedures may be 
the culprit. Better coding of these contracts may reveal additional opportunities for develop-
ing contract leverage or more competitive markets. For purposes of documenting spend by the 
Marine Corps and identifying prospective PSM initiatives, it is encouraging that the propor-
tion of contracts for which there are invalid data regarding number of offers solicited appears 
to have decreased between FY 2003 and FY 2004.

9 Lockheed Martin, for example, has leveraged its competitive spend to get better terms and conditions on its spend for 
sole-source contracts (Hannon, 2004).
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Statistics on the number of offers received show that the markets in which the Marine 
Corps seeks weapons, goods, and services may have limited competition. This, in turn, 
may affect the opportunities that the Marine Corps may be able to realize through PSM 
improvements.10

Nearly half, or 43 percent, of Marine Corps solicitations for weapons, goods, and services 
received only one offer. These contracts represented 35 percent of Marine Corps dollars spent 
on weapons, goods, and services. More than half, or 55 percent, of Marine Corps contracts 
received no more than two offers. These contracts represented 48 percent of DD350 dollars in 
FY 2004.

The large proportion of contracts receiving only one or two offers indicates that the 
Marine Corps may need to seek special ways to purchase weapons, goods, and services in less 
competitive markets or may need to work on strategies to build competition. Some ways for 
doing so include undertaking performance-based service acquisition and encouraging con-
tinuous improvement by linking performance on all past contracts to selection criteria for new 
contracts.

Data on the number of offers received were not available for 24 percent of contracts (or 
819 solicitations), representing 16 percent of dollars spent through DD350 contracts held by 

10 Alternatively, if market research indicates that several firms offer the good or service but only one bids, then there may 
be a problem with the original solicitation.
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the Marine Corps. The proportion of contracts for which there were invalid data on offers 
received decreased between FY 2003 and FY 2004. This is an encouraging development for 
documenting and improving Marine Corps purchasing practices.
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As indicated by data on sole-source solicitations and numbers of offers received to provide 
a good or service, buyers may also seek to focus efforts to improve performance or reduce costs 
by examining suppliers in addition to commodities. In particular, buyers may wish to consider 
the possibilities of PSM initiatives for suppliers holding multiple contracts, with multiple pur-
chasing offices, or in multiple industries.

Contracting inefficiency may occur when a purchaser uses multiple contracts to buy 
goods and services from the same firm. Each individual contract carries transaction costs for 
the buyer and the supplier. Having many different contracts (assuming these are separate con-
tracts and not purchase orders written from a master solicitation11) reduces the buyer’s power to 
negotiate price discounts and improvements in delivery or quality. It limits supplier economies 
of scale or scope as well as other opportunities to reduce supply chain costs.

The data above show that 27 percent of parent firms (or 543 of 2,052) from which the 
Marine Corps buys weapons, goods, or services have multiple Marine Corps contracts. For 
firms having more than one contract, the average number of contracts held is four, with one 
firm, Wyle Electronics, having 49 contracts. (In 2003, UNICOR, also known as Federal Prison 

11 In DD350 data, multiple purchases made from a single master solicitation, such as those that the Air Mobility Com-
mand uses to purchase air transportation, may appear as multiple contracts. Identifying such purchases would be important 
for subsequent spend analyses but would also require intensive labor.
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Industries, Inc., had 47 contracts, more than any other supplier that year. We later review some 
characteristics of UNICOR contracts.)

Purchasing through such a high number of contracts may be diluting the buying power 
of the Marine Corps and forcing it to pay higher prices for these goods and services. It also may 
lead to higher contract administration costs for buyers and suppliers as well as higher market-
ing costs for suppliers. Purchasers may find it difficult, and costly, to manage an unnecessarily 
large number of contracts with the same provider.

Having many purchase office codes associated with the same contract is another indicator 
of possible inefficiency. Among parent firms with Marine Corps contracts, 16 percent deal with 
more than one purchase office code. Among contractors dealing with more than one Marine 
Corps purchase office code, the average number of purchase office codes is three, with Xerox 
Corporation having contracts with 11 different purchase office codes. (In FY 2003, UNICOR, 
whose contracts we later examine, also had contracts with 11 different purchase office codes.) 
When the same contractor has contracts with different offices of the same purchaser, the pur-
chaser may incur indirect marketing costs associated with the contractor selling services to 
more than one activity office of the purchaser.

Another question to investigate in efforts to improve performance arises when the same 
contractor sells many different goods or services. Among parent firms selling goods and ser-
vices to the Marine Corps, 27 percent (or 557 of 2,042) sell weapons, goods, or services associ-
ated with more than one FSC or PSC, and 27 percent (or 544 of 2,042) sell weapons, goods, 
or services encompassing more than one NAICS code. That is, these sellers are providing weap-
ons, goods, and services in multiple industries. Buyers should make sure that a particular sup-
plier has competencies in producing the various goods and services it is providing. Northrop 
Grumman provides commodities to the Marine Corps from 28 different FSCs or PSCs. Ray-
theon sold commodities to the Marine Corps in 25 different industries, as identified by the 
NAICS. Whether these firms, or others selling in a large number of industries, have industry-
leading experience and are investing in improvements for all these areas are valid matters for 
investigation.
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Private-sector firms are significantly reducing the number of contracts they have with the 
same supplier to reduce transaction costs and leverage their spend in ways that may not have 
been visible before conducting a spend analysis.12 Here we examine specific firms with a large 
number of contracts with the Marine Corps. In addition to showing the number of contracts 
(# ctrx) for each parent firm, we also show the number of sole-source contracts (# sole srce ctrx) 
each has.

Ten firms had at least 20 Marine Corps contracts in FY 2004. For half of these firms, the 
average contract size was less than $1 million. Consolidation of contracts with these firms may 
result in better performance as well as lower total costs because larger contracts typically get 
more attention from suppliers. Consolidation could be limited by requirements for competi-
tion, but such rules do not apply where there is only a single source. Eight of the ten firms listed 
above have at least a dozen sole-source contracts.

The relatively low number of contractor ID or purchase office codes on this list may also 
indicate relatively easy targets for contract consolidation. Five of the firms listed above have 
only one or two contractor ID codes, indicating that autonomous business units should not be 
a problem for contract consolidation. In fact, all of the firms listed above have more contracts 
than they have business units, indicating some contract consolidation at least by business unit 

12 For example, representatives of one aircraft manufacturer, in an earlier interview with us, reported their firm has one 
contract with each supplier for all goods and services that supplier provides.
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may be possible in all of them. Four of these firms have contracts with only one or two Marine 
Corps purchase office codes, indicating some contract consolidation by purchaser may be pos-
sible as well. In fact, all of the firms listed above have more contracts than the number of pur-
chase office codes they deal with, indicating contract consolidation at least by purchaser may 
be possible for all of them.

Three firms on this list, Wyle Electronics,13 Quality Tooling, and Agri-Dynamics, were 
considered to be small business concerns in FY 2004. Their presence on this list indicates 
that federal policies favoring purchases from small businesses need not preclude PSM initia-
tives such as consolidating contracts. Because many contracts with Wyle Electronics and Agri-
Dynamics are sole source, they may provide a relatively easy target for contract consolidation.

Several of the firms listed above not only have a large number of contracts but also deal 
with a large number of purchase office codes. For example, UNICOR had 34 contracts with 
nine purchase office codes. In FY 2003, it had 47 contracts with 11 purchase office codes. 
The reduced number of contracts and purchase office codes may indicate some Marine Corps 
contract consolidation in FY 2004, particularly as requirements to use UNICOR goods and 
services were loosened and spend with the enterprise decreased. Such consolidation could help 
improve performance and reduce administrative costs for UNICOR and the Marine Corps.

Suppliers with multiple contracts are a moving target for PSM initiatives because of ongo-
ing acquisitions, sales, and mergers. The number of contracts for Northrop Grumman, for 
example, changed after its acquisition of Litton and again after its acquisition of TRW.

13 In fact, Wyle Electronics has not been a small business since its acquisition by Arrow Electronics in 2000. Nevertheless, 
previous statutory language allowed a contractor to remain “small” for several years after outgrowing the small business size 
standard or merger with or acquisition by a larger company. (For more general discussion of this issue, see Small Business 
Administration, Office of Inspector General, 2005.) Because the data we use can be considered no more than a “snapshot” 
of contracting practices at a given time, and because they indicated that Wyle was a “small” business—a designation per-
mitted by statutory language then in effect—we consider Wyle to be a “small” business as well. At the same time, this oth-
erwise anomalous classification indicates conditions change, and data continually need to be updated, cleaned, and verified. 
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Firms with a large number of sole-source contracts may offer a relatively easy target for 
consolidation of multiple contracts into a corporate contract for improving performance or 
reducing costs. Here we rank Marine Corps contractors by the number of sole-source con-
tracts they held in FY 2004. This table also adds variables for the number of dollars that firms 
received through these sole-source contracts (sole srce $s M) as well as the number of FSCs (or 
PSCs) in which they hold these contracts. For most of these firms, sole-source contracts con-
stitute the majority of all Marine Corps contracts, as well as the majority of all Marine Corps 
dollars spent with them. 

Sole-source contracts may afford some consolidation opportunities. Multiple sole-source 
contracts with the same supplier, for example, perhaps could be consolidated into a single 
multiple-year contract, reducing total costs for the Marine Corps and the supplier. Four of the 
firms listed above—Oshkosh, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, and Valwest—were among the 
ten firms with the most sole-source contracts in FY 2003 as well. Put another way, the Marine 
Corps may wish to begin with these firms in consolidating multiple sole-source contracts with 
the same supplier into a single or fewer multiple-year contracts.14

14 While the Competition in Contracting Act requires full and open competition for all federal requirements, the act is 
not applicable when there is only one source for a commodity. Sole-source contracts with a single supplier could therefore 
perhaps be consolidated without any need to subject the consolidated contract to competition, though the resulting require-
ment may be subject to more high-level approval and acquisition processes.
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Such efforts also may focus on firms dealing in a relatively low number of FSCs. Of the 
firms listed above, four provide goods and services in no more than a half dozen FSCs (or 
PSCs). Eight have a number of sole-source contracts that exceed their number of FSCs.

To be sure, some contracts, such as those for major weapons systems, may not be suitable 
for consolidation. Contracts may also be difficult to consolidate across FSCs. In addition, con-
tracts coded as sole source may not actually be so. Good market and industry research by com-
modity teams organized to investigate ways of improving purchasing and supply management 
for groups of related goods and services will be needed for such investigations. Research is also 
needed to determine whether a competitive market may become sole source or whether a sole-
source market may become competitive. Sole-source classifications can be dynamic, depending 
on whether a second source enters or leaves the market.

Additional analyses may also be required for consolidating requirements across budget 
funds. If there are no policies prohibiting mixing different budget types, then there are busi-
ness reasons why the Marine Corps may wish to consolidate ongoing requirements with new 
business. For example, Oshkosh, Lockheed Martin, and Valwest—in addition to being among 
the ten suppliers holding the most Marine Corps sole-source contracts in FY 2003 and FY 
2004—also saw their total number of sole-source contracts increase in FY 2004. The Marine 
Corps may wish to investigate ways to combine such new purchases more efficiently.
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Here we rank the largest Marine Corps contractors by spend in FY 2004 and discuss 
some of the issues that a spend analysis suggests for them. The percentage of all firm sales that 
were to the Marine Corps is listed in the right-most column (% total sales to USMC).

Perhaps not surprisingly, there is consistency in this list over time. Seven of the firms 
shown above—all but Electronic Data Systems, Lockheed Martin, and TCOM—were also 
among the largest Marine Corps contractors by DD350 spend in FY 2003.

The high number of contracts for some firms listed above might be a good subject for 
further investigation. In its ongoing PSM initiatives, the Marine Corps could perhaps expect 
savings from consolidating some of these contracts into larger ones. Companies with a large 
number of contracts may also want to reduce their own transaction costs for negotiating and 
managing all these separate contracts.

The total volume of sales that the Marine Corps has with these firms provides it with 
some leverage over them. At the same time, the small Marine Corps percentage of total sales 
by these firms—at only one firm on this list for which data are available does the Marine Corps 
account for more than 1 percent of sales—limits the leverage opportunities the Marine Corps 
can expect. Firms with a low percentage of sales to the Marine Corps may be less responsive 
to its needs, because they can turn to other customers as alternatives. Nevertheless, as we will 
discuss, in some of these cases other military services may have leverage they could exercise on 
behalf of all of DoD.
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For some firms, the distribution of contracts across different purchase office codes and 
industrial sectors may limit consolidation opportunities. For example, six firms listed above 
sell goods or services in ten or more FSCs or PSCs. Some industries may be more amenable to 
contract consolidation than others. Contracts for some services, for example, may be easier to 
consolidate than those for advanced weapon systems.

The initial analysis of data can lead to further questions for PSM initiatives. For example, 
do the companies listed above maintain a “core competency” in many different areas? Does the 
diversity of goods and services they offer merit further examination to ensure that the Marine 
Corps is relying on firms best able to provide a particular good or service?
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Here we show some characteristics of other DoD customers of the largest suppliers to the 
Marine Corps. In addition to showing the total sales, in millions of dollars, through DD350 
contracts in FY 2004 by these firms to the Army, Navy, Air Force, DLA, and other defense 
agencies, this table shows the total sales by firms to DoD (DoD total) and the percentage of its 
sales (through DD350 contracts) to DoD (% of sales to DoD). Highlighted cells indicate the 
leading DoD customer for each firm.

Among the top ten suppliers to the Marine Corps, the Marine Corps itself is the largest 
DoD customer of just three: Sodexho Alliance, WPP Group, and TCOM. For these suppliers, 
the Marine Corps may wish to lead efforts to increase overall DoD leverage. For other leading 
suppliers, the Marine Corps may wish to partner with the leadership of other DoD services in 
efforts to improve PSM practices.

Leading DoD customers by firm tend to remain so over time. For the seven firms listed 
above that were also among the top ten Marine Corps suppliers in FY 2003, the service that 
was the leading DoD purchaser in FY 2004 was the same as that in FY 2003. At the same time, 
purchasing patterns can change. The Marine Corps share of DoD purchases from Oshkosh, 
for example, increased from 8 percent in FY 2003 to 20 percent in FY 2004. This increase was 
in great part because Marine Corps purchases from Oshkosh increased from $161 million to 
$456 million. We will later examine, for more years, Oshkosh purchases by service and agency.
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Many firms appear on more than one list of prospective targets for PSM innovation. 
Five firms listed above—General Dynamics, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Osh-
kosh, and Raytheon—are among the firms both receiving the largest number of dollars from 
the Marine Corps as well as those holding the most DD350 contracts with it. Six firms listed 
above—all but Northrop Grumman—are among the firms with both the highest number of 
contracts and the highest number of sole-source contracts.

As noted, larger contracts typically get more attention from suppliers. Consolidation of 
contracts with these firms may result in better performance at lower cost by yielding econo-
mies of scale or scope, reducing transaction costs, or better leveraging spending. In addition, 
as mentioned earlier, fewer, larger, longer-term contracts can enable continuous improvement 
as well as joint collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment. Consolidation could 
be limited by requirements for competition, but such rules do not apply when there is only a 
single source.
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One way the Marine Corps may seek to improve its purchasing and supply management 
by commodity and supplier is to reduce its contract “churn,” or turnover, for both. Reduc-
ing churn and developing more strategic relationships can lead to improved performance and 
reduced costs.

Here we examine churn among suppliers. Of the 5,140 contractor ID codes that appear 
in DD350 data for the Marine Corps between FY 1997 and FY 2004, only 46, or 0.9 percent, 
appear in all eight years. Most, or 62 percent, appear in only one year, accounting for 7 percent 
of Marine Corps spend during this period.15 Whether there should be so many suppliers associ-
ated with such a small proportion of spend is a question worth further consideration, especially 
if the Marine Corps desires more strategic relationships with fewer suppliers.

A large number of contractors also appear in more than one year but not in consecutive 
years, likely precluding the development of long-term relationships with the Marine Corps. The 
resulting frequent contract bidding can affect quality, delivery, and costs. Short-term contracts 
often discourage suppliers from investing in performance improvements, because the payback 
period may exceed contract length or otherwise be too short to cover investment and other 
costs. They also discourage suppliers from developing and implementing such quality and pro-

15 This statistic may underestimate the contracts that are less than a year in length because it is based on contract transac-
tions by fiscal year. Contracts of a year or less often span fiscal years and can have DD350 transactions in two fiscal years.
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cess improvement practices as Total Quality Management, statistical process control, or Six 
Sigma;16 from training workers in these practices; and from investing in process integration.

Frequent contract bidding also requires more new suppliers to learn specific contract 
requirements and interpret contract specification or work scope—activities that can affect both 
cost and performance. Short-term suppliers are not as likely to view the Marine Corps as a 
priority customer. Rather, they are more likely to put the Marine Corps at the bottom of their 
lists of preferred customers, quote it higher prices, and give it poorer performance (e.g., longer 
wait time for orders) than their best customers. By contrast, larger or more regular custom-
ers, especially those who are recognized as such, are more likely to get better performance and 
service, much like those that airlines provide to their most frequent and preferred customers.

Many of these contracts are for goods and services used or installed at multiple Marine 
Corps installations. Having fewer contractors with longer terms might make it easier to ensure 
security at these facilities. For example, if goods or services are provided on-site, requiring the 
contractor to visit the facility, it may be better, for security purposes, to reduce turnover of per-
sonnel with access to the facility.

Still, much of the spending during this period was associated with suppliers who have 
long-term relationships with the Marine Corps. More than half of the DD350 dollars spent in 
this period was with suppliers who had Marine Corps contracts for at least five of seven years. 
Efforts to develop longer contracts and their benefits should take care to mitigate risks of poor 
performance or changes in marketplace competition.

16 For more on Total Quality Management, statistical process control, and Six Sigma, see, for example, George and 
Weimerskirch, 1994; and Pande, Neuman, and Cavanagh, 2000.
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Just as the Marine Corps has contractors who work for it on a relatively short-term basis, 
it also has many short-term contracts. Of 9,396 contracts between FY 1997 and FY 2004 that 
we analyzed, 7,804, or 83 percent, had transactions in only one fiscal year of this period.17 
These contracts represented only 19 percent of Marine Corps spend in this period. Put another 
way, these data may indicate that, in previous years, the Marine Corps was expending a dis-
proportionate amount of its contracting administration efforts on a relatively small portion of 
its spend.

As shown previously, the Marine Corps has more contracts (3,473) than contractor ID 
codes (2,297), meaning it has many contractor ID codes with multiple contracts. Many of 
these contracts are for one year or less. The Marine Corps has a relatively small number of long-
term contracts. All these contracts indicate a large workload for personnel to research, solicit, 
negotiate, contract, and then manage suppliers and their contracts.

17 One reason for these short-term contracts is that federal regulations, with few exceptions, limit contract length. The 
Service Contract Act limits contract length to five years, and the Federal Acquisition Regulations note, “Unless otherwise 
approved in accordance with agency procedures, the total of the basic and option periods shall not exceed 5 years in the case 
of services, and the total of the basic and option quantities shall not exceed the requirement for 5 years in the case of sup-
plies” (Part 17.204, paragraph e). Relatively few Marine Corps contracts, however, continue for more than one year, much 
less up to five years. Furthermore, the above data may underestimate the proportion of contracts that are one year in length, 
given that, as noted, contracts less than one year in length but spanning two fiscal years would appear above as being two 
years in length. It may also overestimate if more recent contracts are longer term. 
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Ongoing PSM initiatives by the Marine Corps could lead to lower total costs achieved 
through more long-term, strategic relationships with fewer suppliers. The Marine Corps may 
also expect such new practices to reduce the workload on the personnel it needs to develop and 
manage contracts, making such personnel available for other activities.
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The analyses of the last chapter focused on commodities and suppliers across the Marine 
Corps. To fully realize the benefits of a spend analysis, an enterprise must move beyond such 
broad analyses to more detailed analysis of individual commodities and suppliers. In this chap-
ter, we examine specific examples of supplier and commodity analysis, providing insights on 
the information offered by such detailed analysis as well as on some of the opportunities the 
Marine Corps can expect as it pursues PSM improvement while maintaining policy (e.g., 
socioeconomic) goals.
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We earlier reviewed some of the opportunities the Marine Corps can expect through 
analyses of suppliers, including those related to the total spend the Marine Corps may have 
with a firm and the consolidation possibilities it might expect to find in sole-source contracts. 
Complete analysis of a firm would require additional data linking individual contracts and con-
tractor ID numbers to parent firms. It would also require company financial data, often avail-
able from the Securities and Exchange Commission for publicly traded companies. Contract 
consolidation would require knowledge of the organizational structure of suppliers, market 
research on the best terms and conditions within specific industries, and user requirements 
that may either require or prevent consolidation.

The following analyses of purchasing actions with two leading suppliers illustrate still 
other issues the Marine Corps may wish to consider in its PSM initiatives. For these firms, we 
consider characteristics of DoD purchases by service and agency, products that each supplier 
sells, and trends in purchases from each supplier over time. Rather than critiquing these firms’ 
performance for the Marine Corps, we attempt to highlight some of the specific questions that 
these more detailed spend analyses can raise.
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Here we provide data on DoD purchases from UNICOR, the supplier who held more 
Marine Corps contracts than any other except Wyle Electronics and Oshkosh Truck Corpora-
tion in FY 2004 (and more than any other enterprise in FY 2003).1 Because the Marine Corps 
has a high number of DD350 contracts with it, UNICOR is a logical place to consider benefits 
that may be realized through contract consolidation.

Established in 1934, UNICOR is a self-supporting, wholly owned government corpora-
tion associated with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. It employs federal prisoners to produce 
goods and services ranging from clothing to electronics to vehicle components to assembly and 
packing services to office furniture. Federal policy requires procurement of UNICOR products 
if, at the “unilateral determination . . . of the contracting officer,” they are “comparable to sup-
plies available from the private sector that best meet the Government’s needs in terms of price, 
quality, and time of delivery.”2

As mentioned previously, consolidating a high number of contracts with a firm can help 
improve performance and reduce transaction costs. While the Marine Corps has a relatively 
high number of contracts with UNICOR, in fact, the other services and DLA have far higher 

1 Because more than one purchase office from more than one service or agency may use a contract, the sum of contracts 
by service or agency may exceed the total throughout the DoD, as may the sum of purchase office, FSC, or contractor ID 
codes associated with these contracts.
2 See U.S. General Services Administration, Office of Citizen Services and Communications, n.d. 
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numbers of contracts with it. Therefore, in seeking PSM innovations with UNICOR, the 
Marine Corps may want to partner with other DoD purchasers, although the desirability of 
doing so may vary by commodity.
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Here we show the commodities that the Marine Corps purchases from UNICOR, includ-
ing the thousands of dollars ($s K) spent on and the number of contracts for them, as well as 
the Marine Corps percentages of all DD350 dollars (% DoD $s UNICOR) and contracts (% 
DoD UNICOR ctrx) for each. Of the 34 Marine Corps contracts with UNICOR in FY 2004, 
23 were for office furniture. For this commodity, however, Marine Corps contracts were only 
3 percent of DoD contracts, and Marine Corps dollars were only 5 percent of DoD dollars.

For other commodities, the Marine Corps is a leading DoD purchaser from UNICOR. 
For household furniture, for example, the $612,000 the Marine Corps spent through three 
contracts comprised 43 percent of all DoD purchases. (The Army accounted for 56 percent of 
purchases of this commodity from UNICOR, while the Navy accounted for 2 percent.) The 
relatively low number of contracts that the Marine Corps uses for this commodity may indi-
cate it has lessons to offer others on contract consolidation with UNICOR.

For commodities (e.g., diesel engines and components) on which the Marine Corps is 
the sole purchaser from UNICOR, it may wish to choose one of two options. First, it could 
establish a DoD-wide contract to cover all future purchases with UNICOR for the commod-
ity, thus increasing DoD leverage for the UNICOR supply of it. Second, the Marine Corps 
could assess more data to determine whether these requirements currently fulfilled through 
UNICOR could be consolidated in a way to increase leverage with it or another supplier.
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As noted, UNICOR is a required source for federal agencies seeking goods of the types 
it manufactures, although contracting officers can acquire these elsewhere if they determine 
other sources have better prices, quality, or timeliness of delivery.

Use of UNICOR has increased unevenly in recent years. The Army or the DLA has been 
the largest DoD purchaser of UNICOR goods and services in each of the eight years shown. 
As a result, the Marine Corps, in seeking general improvement in purchasing and supply man-
agement of the goods it procures from UNICOR, may wish to partner with the Army or DLA. 
It may wish to do so especially for office furniture, a product for which other RAND research 
has shown the Army to be the single largest DoD purchaser.
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Here we provide data on DoD purchases from Oshkosh Truck Corporation, the supplier 
that received more Marine Corps DD350 dollars than any other in FY 2004. Founded in 1917, 
Oshkosh manufactures specialty trucks and truck bodies for defense and other uses.

Because the Marine Corps spends more money with it than with any other supplier, Osh-
kosh is a logical consideration for leverage possibilities, both across commodities and across the 
DoD. The Marine Corps is also a key Oshkosh customer, accounting, as previously noted, for 
20 percent of the company’s sales in 2004.

As previously noted, Marine Corps purchases on DD350 contracts from Oshkosh 
increased sharply in FY 2004. The firm received still more money, $514 million, from the 
Army. This suggests that, for any PSM initiatives it launches with Oshkosh, the Marine Corps 
may want to partner with the Army, particularly for commodities that are common in both 
services.
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Of the $456 million the Marine Corps spent with Oshkosh in FY 2004, $437 million 
was for trucks and truck tractors, wheeled. For this commodity, Marine Corps purchases were 
45 percent of all DoD purchases. In FY 2003, the Marine Corps spent $143 million on this 
commodity, comprising 18 percent of DoD spend on it. For nearly every other commodity 
that the Marine Corps purchases from Oshkosh, it is also the leading DoD purchaser. The 
Marine Corps is therefore likely best positioned to lead DoD efforts for PSM improvements of 
these commodities from Oshkosh.
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Overall DoD purchases, as measured in then-year dollars, from Oshkosh have grown 
each year since 1998. Marine Corps DD350 purchases in particular rose sharply after FY 2001 
and comprised most DoD purchases from Oshkosh in FY 2002. Army DD350 purchases 
comprised most DoD purchases in every other year between 1996 and 2004, which rein-
forces the importance for the Marine Corps to partner with the Army in seeking general PSM 
improvements on Oshkosh goods and services. At the same time, the Marine Corps should 
lead DoD efforts for commodities on which it is the leading producer, and perhaps also those 
for which its need is rapidly increasing.
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Our earlier review discussion also noted some of the opportunities the Marine Corps 
can expect through analysis of commodities, including consolidation of contracts by goods 
and services and assessments of market competitiveness. If many purchase office codes are for 
purchasing the same commodity, or if there are many separate contracts for the same com-
modity, the Marine Corps may be able to consolidate these purchases into fewer contracts and 
benefit from leverage with its suppliers and reduce its total costs as well. Economies of scope 
may also be available from consolidating contracts across the Marine Corps and the FSCs and 
PSCs in which it purchases. Data on market competitiveness such as the number of firms with 
Marine Corps contracts in an industry can indicate its competitiveness—critical information 
for assessing opportunities for exerting leverage to gain improved performance.

Data on the benefits of applying best PSM practices to selected sourcing category groups 
may be obtained by benchmarking current Marine Corps practices and results against purchas-
ing practices of the most innovative firms. Leading private-sector firms typically buy goods and 
services by related commodity groups or subgroups. (FSCs and PSCs may not always reflect 
ideal commodity groupings for purchasing innovations.) Much information on best practices 
for grouping commodities and measuring improvements in purchasing and supply manage-
ment is available publicly.3 The benefits to the DoD may not match the experience of the most 

3 For example, see benchmarking studies at the Web site of the Center for Advanced Purchasing Studies (CAPS) Research. 
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innovative firms, however, because of differing goals as well as legal and policy constraints in 
the military.

In the subsequent charts, we examine some specific issues DD350 data may help illus-
trate regarding two specific commodities. Although these cannot help illustrate all the issues 
of contract consolidation, competitiveness, and benchmarking that the Marine Corps needs 
to consider for these commodities, they do illustrate some and help demonstrate other issues 
requiring further analysis.
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Here we show DoD contracts and dollars for miscellaneous vehicular components in FY 
2004. Such commodity analyses can indicate potential opportunities for contract consolida-
tion within and across purchasing offices and the DoD.

Miscellaneous vehicular components were among the FSCs for which the Marine Corps 
had the highest number of contracts in FY 2003 and FY 2004. It is a fairly common need 
throughout the Marine Corps. In FY 2003 and FY 2004, eight purchase office codes issued 
contracts for this commodity.

The number of Marine Corps contracts for this commodity, 52, was only a small frac-
tion of the 861 contracts across the DoD. The Army, with 483 contracts for $65 million, and 
DLA, with 265 contracts for $19 million, both had more contracts and expenditures for this 
commodity. Accordingly, the Marine Corps should likely partner with the Army and DLA to 
improve purchasing and supply management for it, although there are two caveats to this rec-
ommendation. First, the Marine Corps needs more sole-source miscellaneous vehicular parts 
than others in the DoD, as demonstrated by the high proportion of its spend ($15 million of a 
total of $17 million) on sole-source contracts. Second, purchasing leadership for this commod-
ity varies by specific supplier.
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DoD leadership in purchasing miscellaneous vehicular components varies by specific sup-
plier. Here we show firms with which the Marine Corps and DoD spent the most for miscel-
laneous vehicular components in FY 2004.

There is little overlap between top Marine Corps and top DoD suppliers for this com-
modity. Oshkosh was the top Marine Corps and DoD supplier of this commodity in FY 2004, 
but other top suppliers differed. In fact, without Marine Corps purchases, Oshkosh would not 
rank among the top DoD suppliers for this commodity.

The Marine Corps has a less fragmented spend (ten contracts for $12 million) for this 
commodity from Oshkosh than does the remainder of the DoD (16 contracts for $1 million). 
The Marine Corps spend for miscellaneous vehicular components is also highly concentrated 
with Oshkosh, with more than two-thirds of its spend for this commodity being with the firm. 
This concentration suggests that the Marine Corps is best positioned to lead PSM initiatives 
with Oshkosh for this commodity.

Dominant buyers within an organization can benefit from partnering with others by 
increasing overall leverage for their organization. They may also benefit should their domi-
nance not last long. Indeed, as we saw earlier, leadership in DoD purchases from Oshkosh has 
shifted in recent years.

In some circumstances, the Marine Corps may wish to have others exercise leverage on 
its behalf with specific firms. In FY 2003, for example, one of the top Marine Corps suppliers
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for this commodity was General Dynamics, a supplier that others in the DoD use far more 
for it.
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Overall DoD purchases measured in then-year dollars of miscellaneous vehicular compo-
nents have varied over time, with purchases becoming increasingly fragmented in recent years. 
Between FY 1998 and FY 2004, the number of contracts for this commodity has increased 
from 173 to 861, but there was no discernible trend in the dollars spent for it. The irregular 
purchases and high number of contracts suggest that the Marine Corps should investigate 
PSM initiatives that can ensure high performance even under varied needs, while helping cut 
administrative costs for an increasing number of contracts.

In every year except one of those shown above, the Army spent more on this commodity 
than any other service has, but the Marine Corps and DLA also report significant expenditures 
on it. Again, these three agencies should likely lead DoD initiatives to improve purchasing and 
supply management of these goods. They should share leadership in such a way that recognizes 
the unique needs and suppliers of each but also allows each to learn from the lessons and ben-
efit from the leverage of the others.
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Another good for which the Marine Corps may wish to develop a strategic supplier rela-
tionship is office furniture. The Marine Corps had more contracts for office furniture than for 
any other FSC in FY 2003 and more for it than any other FSC except miscellaneous items in 
FY 2004.

The Marine Corps has a diffuse spend for office furniture, which is not surprising given 
the universal need for it. In FY 2004, 13 Marine Corps purchase office codes issued 92 con-
tracts for $10 million in office furniture. Only six Marine Corps contracts for office furniture 
are sole source, suggesting, in contrast to miscellaneous vehicular components used by the 
Marine Corps, a highly competitive market for this commodity.

As a whole, the DoD spent $347 million on DD350 contracts for office furniture in FY 
2004. The Army, Air Force, and Navy all spent more on office furniture than the Marine 
Corps did, suggesting that the Marine Corps should partner with others in developing a supply 
strategy for this commodity.

In fact, the Navy has already launched a commodity council for furniture and fixtures, 
in which the Marine Corps participates. This council may be able to offer insights to other ser-
vices for purchasing office furniture. Office furniture is also part of the Marine Corps’s recent 
Strategic Purchasing Initiative.

The Marine Corps may be able to offer some insight to other services on how to consoli-
date contracts and implement best PSM practices with small businesses providing this com-
modity. Of its 92 contracts for office furniture, 37, or 41 percent, are with small businesses, 
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which include 60 percent of the Marine Corps spend for this commodity. By contrast, of the 
2,935 contracts the remainder of the DoD has for this commodity, 1,461, or 50 percent, are 
with small businesses, representing just 31 percent of the spend for this commodity elsewhere 
in DoD.
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Marine Corps purchases for office furniture are relatively concentrated. In FY 2003 and 
FY 2004, five firms received most Marine Corps dollars for this commodity, although the spe-
cific top firms did change. Only two firms, UNICOR and GF Office Furniture, were among 
the top five suppliers in both years. Only one firm, UNICOR, was among the top five suppliers 
for both the Marine Corps and the DoD in FY 2004, although Knoll was among the top five 
for both in FY 2003. The Marine Corps and DoD use a large number of contracts in propor-
tion to the total dollars each spends with UNICOR, diluting their leverage.

Despite government policies favoring UNICOR, the Marine Corps and DoD purchase 
most of their office furniture from other providers. One prospective option for managing situ-
ations in which suppliers, such as UNICOR, do not meet user requirements is to establish 
“umbrella” relationships with the best-value providers in the industry. Because office furniture 
has little technical complexity, an online marketplace might serve purchaser needs while keep-
ing transaction costs low. The ability to post customer feedback online could result in better 
performance from contractors as they try to build their reputation as quality suppliers. Such 
approaches may also be helpful for other commodities in competitive markets or in those with 
statutory requirements for competition.
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Demand for office furniture has grown over time, but the number of contracts used to 
purchase it has grown even faster. The high number of contracts used to purchase office furni-
ture in the Marine Corps and across DoD suggests a fragmented spend that is contrary to best 
PSM practices. In FY 2004, the Marine Corps spent $10 million for office furniture, or about 
a third more than the $7 million it spent in FY 2001, but its number of contracts, 92, was 
nearly double the 51 used earlier. For DoD as a whole, the spend for office furniture increased 
by more than half, from $209 million (FY 2001) to $347 million (FY 2004), but the number 
of contracts nearly tripled, from 1,005 to 3,027. Again, the Marine Corps and the rest of DoD 
may benefit from “umbrella” contracts with the best suppliers, which would help improve per-
formance and also reduce contract administration costs.
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Several other commodities also might be worth examining for contract consolidation and 
other prospective opportunities for improving purchasing and supply management practices. 
Office furniture, as noted, was among the commodities with the most competitive contracts in 
FY 2003 and FY 2004. Other commodity groups with high numbers of competitive contracts 
in both years included program management and support services, ADP systems development 
services,4 and “other” professional services.  In the columns in the above chart, “comp” is com-
petitive and “# ctr IDs” is the total number of contractor identification codes.

Where there is competition in providing a particular commodity or service, contracts 
cannot legally be consolidated by specific supplier (as sole contracts may be consolidated). Nev-
ertheless, in its PSM innovations, the Marine Corps may find opportunities to award contracts 
within a single commodity group with suppliers that would fulfill more requirements. The rel-
atively large number of competitive contracts in several FSCs shown above appears to indicate 
some opportunities for consolidating requirements, although further market research would be 
needed to determine whether suppliers could fulfill more requirements than they currently do.

Similarly, requirements may be consolidated across related commodity groups. Contracts 
may, for example, group several categories of ADP goods and services. Such requirement con-

4 Two other ADP categories—systems development services and input, output, and storage devices—were among the 
commodity groups with the most competitive contracts in FY 2003.
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solidation opportunities would necessitate additional industry intelligence and market research 
to identify them.

The prospective opportunities for PSM initiatives that we have examined so far are those 
for direct spend by the Marine Corps. These are a logical place to begin, because the Marine 
Corps has the most control over purchasing and supply management of goods and services 
that it buys directly. Nevertheless, the Marine Corps acquires most of its goods and services 
indirectly—through purchases others make on its behalf. We turn next to an analysis of some 
prospective opportunities for PSM initiatives the Marine Corps may find for purchases on 
which DLA makes on its behalf.
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USMC direct purchases of weapons, goods, and services constitute less than half of all 
such purchases by the Marine Corps. In FY 2004, the Marine Corps spent $3.3 billion on 
direct purchases of weapons, goods, and services—$2.8 billion of which are recorded in the 
DD350 data we have analyzed—but it also spent $4.3 billion in indirect purchases of goods 
and services from government and commercial providers.

Little is known about these indirect purchases. Indeed, we are only able to estimate their 
total. Such intragovernment purchases include fund transfers to other services, DLA, GSA, 
and TRANSCOM, as well as MIPRs and other materiel requisitions. In this chapter, we 
review data on DLA purchases for the Marine Corps. As noted earlier, we had planned to 
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analyze indirect purchases made by the Navy and Army on behalf of the Marine Corps, but 
changes in DD350 codes for weapon systems prevented us from doing so.

While our focus is on DLA purchases for the Marine Corps, we also discuss DLA pur-
chases for other DoD organizations as well as its general purchasing practices. This broader 
focus helps demonstrate analyses of suppliers that the Marine Corps would need to undertake 
in a complete spend analysis. Reviewing similar DLA purchases for other customers, for exam-
ple, helps show issues that the Marine Corps may wish to consider in managing this particular 
supplier. Among these issues are innovations in providing goods and services as well as supplier 
performance incentives and commitment to improve.
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Our earlier analysis of USMC direct purchases used DD350 data. As noted, these data 
include a great deal of useful information on contract purchases, and they are the best currently 
available data for analyzing aggregate direct spend of the services. Yet, until only recently, they 
generally lacked contract actions of less than $25,000.

For analyses of DLA spend, the lack of DD350 data for smaller actions is a serious draw-
back. In FY 2004, more than 97 percent of DLA contract actions were for less than $25,000 
(Department of Defense, 2005). Given that many best PSM practices seek to reduce the total 
number of contracts (and hence administrative and related costs), analyzing these smaller pur-
chases is essential to evaluating DLA purchasing and supply management.1 We therefore con-
sidered alternative data with better reporting of smaller transactions.

In addition to DD350 data, the FY 2004 ACF in the SAMMS offers data that may 
be used for spend analyses. The ACF has data on nearly ten times as many DLA contracts 
(402,017) as are available in DD350 data (40,860) for FY 2004. However, it does have short-
comings. It includes data on only $13.1 billion in DLA purchases in FY 2004, considerably 
less than the $19.5 billion recorded in DD350 data and the more than $24 billion in total 
expenditures DLA had for goods that year. There is a lack of data because certain classes of 
material were managed by other DLA systems, such as the Defense Integrated Subsistence 

1 Furthermore, while DD350 purchases comprised 86 percent of USMC direct purchases (by dollars), and at least 95 per-
cent of direct purchases by the other services, they comprise only about 81 percent of direct purchases of goods by DLA.
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Management system. It also lacks data for NSNs that had initially been migrated to the Busi-
ness Systems Modernization (BSM) being phased in to replace SAMMS. It also does not have 
data on NAICS codes nor on the number of solicitations made and bids received, but it does 
have data indicating whether purchases were made from a sole- or single-source contract. There 
are some commodity purchases that traditionally have not been recorded in ACF, but there are 
others for which the ACF appears to offer greater coverage than that available in DD350 data.2 
It also does not contain data on contracts for services. Nevertheless, for those NSNs that the 
ACF includes, and for those FSCs for which it has all NSNs, the ACF has data on all contract 
actions, both those of less than $25,000 and those of $25,000 or more. In sum, the ACF pro-
vides a better view for this spend analysis of most individual contract actions, although lacking 
data for some categories of expenditures.

Aside from its utility for analyzing small transactions that constitute the overwhelming 
majority of DLA contract transactions, the ACF data are also helpful in analyzing transactions 
from small businesses. Spend analyses that rely on DD350 data may understate the extent of 
procurement from small businesses, to the extent that a DoD purchaser is likely to have con-
tract transactions of less than $25,000 with them. In FY 2004, 28 percent of dollars DLA 
spent through DD350 transactions were with small businesses, compared with 36 percent of 
dollars it spent through all ACF transactions, and 42 percent it spent through ACF transac-
tions of less than $25,000.

The specially prepared ACF data that DLA sent to us from the SAMMS contain many 
variables identical or similar to those in DD350 data, including the number of contracts used 
to purchase a commodity and the number of purchase offices and contractor identification 
codes associated with it. The data also encompass some elements particularly helpful for a 
spend analysis that are not in DD350 data. Among these are NSNs. NSN, or item-level iden-
tification data, rather than FSC data are needed for complete spend analyses, particularly for 
the information they offer regarding contract consolidation.3 Ideally, contracts with a single 
supplier could include as many individual types of goods, as indicated by NSNs, that a supplier 
provides to the DoD organization. We examine the number of contracts and NSNs for leading 
suppliers to DLA of goods used by the Marine Corps.

For each group of commodities we analyze, we also examine the proportion of purchases 
that were made through automated procurement programs and those that were shipped by 
direct-vendor delivery (DVD)—i.e., directly from suppliers to the ultimate user. In recent 
years, DLA has tried to increase automation of contracts, expecting this to minimize the 
effects of a huge number of contracts on administration costs for the buyer and the supplier. 
Automation can also help discourage maverick buying by creating a disincentive for buyers 
writing new contracts. Other prospective benefits from contract automation include reduction 

2 For example, for DLA purchases of fuel, lubricants, oils, and waxes (FSG 91), DD350 data include $6.5 billion in pur-
chases, while ACF data include only $47 million in purchases. For DLA purchases of medical, dental, and veterinary equip-
ment and supplies (FSG 65), ACF data include 14,573 DLA contracts totaling $3.1 billion while DD350 data include only 
593 contracts for $2.1 billion.
3 A record in the ACF data is a contract action at the NSN level.
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in processing time, which could reduce total inventory requirements and thereby total costs of 
ownership.

Nevertheless, as we will discuss, some parts of the complete purchasing process—e.g., 
picking, packing, shipping, receipt, and storage—are less amenable to automation than others. 
As a result, a high number of contracts and transactions may continue to result in higher costs 
than might be realized from consolidated shipments or transactions. In addition, some nomi-
nal processing fees that are passed on to customers can become quite substantial when multi-
plied by very high numbers of contracts or transactions.
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In FY 2004, 42 percent of ACF contracts but 81 percent of ACF actions and 61 percent 
of ACF dollars were spent through one of several automated systems. These differing automa-
tion systems were likely developed by different parts of DLA at different times in a “stovepipe” 
process.

The two largest of these systems, as measured by dollars handled, are

• Procurement Automated Contract Evaluation (PACE), used for 38.0 percent of contracts, 
7.2 percent of contract actions, and 3.7 percent of dollars in the ACF

• Paperless Order Placement System (POPS), used for only 0.9 percent of contracts but 59.2 
percent of contract actions and 56.2 percent of dollars in the ACF.

Other systems jointly comprising 3.0 percent of contracts, 15.1 percent of contract actions, 
and 2.5 percent of dollars in the ACF include

• Electronic Procurement Program Interface (EPPI)
• Small Purchase Electronic Data Exchange (SPEDE)
• Indefinite Delivery Purchase Order (IDPO)
• Automated Delivery Order (ADO).

(No automation system is used for the 58.2 percent of contracts comprising 18.5 percent 
of actions and 37.5 percent of dollars in the ACF.)
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For all these programs, we identified steps for delivery and payment of a purchase and 
then discussed with DLA personnel those that may be automated by different programs. These 
are summarized in the table above.

The question of automation is important for several reasons. Several FSCs and suppliers 
have a relatively large number of DLA contracts. As discussed earlier, large numbers of con-
tracts may indicate some need for purchasing and supply management innovation. Automa-
tion could perhaps mitigate some of the PSM issues that arise from a large number of contracts.

Yet, the proportion of purchase dollars, contracts, and contract actions that are auto-
mated varies widely by commodity, as we will discuss. Furthermore, many steps in these “auto-
mated” processes, as highlighted in the table, are not automated. Many steps that are auto-
mated may still require some manual work, particularly if some data inputs are rejected. Thus, 
even “automated” purchases have some transaction costs, although they are smaller than those 
for manual purchases. For example, Defense Finance and Accounting Service fees in FY 2006 
were $4.30 for DLA commercial payments on automated contracts (and $22.63 on manual 
contracts). If processed individually, such fees can become substantial when multiplied by 
numerous purchases.

Steps for (1) picking, packing, and shipping; (2) transporting; (3) receiving; and (4) stor-
ing of orders are also not automated. If each automated contract or contract action results in 
a separate shipment, then the total cost of a large number of automated contracts could offset 
the incremental cost savings from the automation (e.g., those associated with lower transac-
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tions costs and smaller inventory requirements) for DLA and its customers, such as the Marine 
Corps. Such cost offsets could be particularly true for purchases from small businesses that 
lack the bargaining power of larger companies with more regular business with delivery ser-
vices (Brooks, 2005).

DVD shipments of such orders can perhaps get orders to ultimate customers more quickly. 
When introducing DVD for consumable items, such as nuts and washers consumed in repairs, 
DLA personnel noted that delays in expensive repairs could be avoided if such items were made 
available more quickly. DVD, however, can be costly.4 The trade-off between transportation 
costs for a possibly large number of shipments and reductions in total cost of ownership result-
ing from DVD (and contract automation) may merit further analysis. In some cases, it may be 
worth exploring whether aggregation of orders and shipping to a DLA warehouse, from which 
shipments to individual users could perhaps be made more economically (e.g., through regu-
larly scheduled and consolidated deliveries). For these and other reasons, in subsequent tables 
we examine the proportion of ACF contracts, actions, and dollars that are purchased through 
automated orders as well as those that are shipped DVD.

4 Transportation costs for items shipped directly to the customer are included in the unit price. Transportation costs for 
items shipped to DLA distribution centers are also often included in the unit price, but transportation to the customer is 
paid by DLA to TRANSCOM. Research by Marc Robbins of RAND finds that, in general, there is no obvious cost or 
performance advantage for organic over DVD for CONUS customers, while there is one on both counts for OCONUS. 
The potential cost advantage for DLA Direct over DVD for CONUS customers is the ability to exploit any existing slack 
capacity in trucks (i.e., zero marginal cost for transportation).
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Altogether, the ACF shows $505 million in DLA purchases of goods for the Marine 
Corps in FY 2004. This represented 4 percent of the total $13.1 billion DLA spend shown 
in the ACF. ACF contracts and actions are not designated for any particular service. Rather, 
we used market share factors provided to us by DLA to determine the value of the goods that 
the Marine Corps used.5 These market share factors allowed us to approximate DLA spend 
done on behalf of the Marine Corps for those items that other DoD organizations also use.6 
In discussing ACF contracts for a group of goods or with a particular supplier, we discuss all 
those that the Marine Corps requisitioned but not necessarily exclusively. USMC market share, 
where given (i.e., where it was greater than zero), could range up to 100 percent.

5 The market share factors were computed by DLA by dividing the number of requisition quantities for a service (e.g., the 
Marine Corps) or agency by the total number of requisition quantities for a given NSN for the same fiscal year. Foreign 
military sale or contractor requisition quantities for government-furnished materiel were not included in this calculation. 
Requisitions for materiel are typically not made at the exact time as the purchase of the materiel. Instead, requisitions may 
draw materiel from inventory acquired through previous purchases or await fulfillment by future purchases. As a result, 
requisitions by DLA customers may precede purchases by DLA by some unknown period. Because of the uncertainty in 
delay, DLA calculations of USMC market-share factors assume purchases made during a fiscal year were related to USMC 
demand for items during the same fiscal year. 
6 The $505 million DLA spend for the Marine Corps resulted from multiplying the market share factor and dollars for 
each ACF record. The DLA spend analysis considered only those records with nonzero dollars (or nonzero USMC market 
share factors). The reader should bear in mind that our concern is with the USMC spend, not the entire spend, of these 
contracts.
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In FY 2004, DLA purchased goods used by the Marine Corps through 54,241 contracts. 
These contracts were issued through four DLA purchasing offices: the Defense Supply Centers 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Columbus, Ohio; and Richmond, Virginia; and the Defense 
Energy Support Center at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. DLA purchases a wide variety of goods for 
the Marine Corps, including items from 42,942 NSNs in 361 FSCs from 4,153 parent com-
pany ID codes and 4,456 contractor ID codes.7

Like the DD350 data for USMC purchases, these summary ACF data of DLA purchases 
for goods used by the Marine Corps point to several prospective challenges, and opportunities, 
for improving purchasing and supply management practices. Sole-source and single-source 
contracts account for 43 percent of contracts and 26 percent of dollars for goods that DLA 
purchases for the Marine Corps. Therefore, DLA is purchasing for the Marine Corps many 
goods for which there are limited or no possibilities of substitution. Nevertheless, as noted in 
earlier discussion of direct DD350 purchases by the Marine Corps, DLA may still work for 
some improvements in purchasing and supply management of these commodities, especially if 
the supplier is selling other goods and services to it or other DoD agencies.

Three in four, or 75 percent of contracts as well as 44 percent of dollars for ACF goods 
that DLA purchases for use by the Marine Corps were with small businesses. Many of these 
purchases, like those that the Marine Corps makes directly, may stem in part from federal 
goals, currently set at 23 percent of prime contract dollars, for small business procurement. 
Many of these contracts can likely be consolidated in such a way that maintains current levels 
of small business purchases.

Because DLA purchases on behalf of the Marine Corps are only a small portion of all 
DLA purchases for its customers, the Marine Corps will clearly have to partner with other 
services if it wishes to seek improvements in purchasing and supply management of its DLA 
commodities. Given this need to partner with other services, the subsequent charts, while pre-
senting the total spent on USMC goods (and on the USMC proportion of all DLA spend) on 
a commodity or with a supplier, show many characteristics of goods that the Marine Corps 
typically uses only in part.

7 Of the NSNs that the DLA purchased for use by the Marine Corps (and others), 459 were parts that are managed by 
manufacturer part number, which can occur if the part has been ordered only once or twice. As such, there are no FSCs 
associated with these goods. Because the ACF contains data on goods purchased only by DLA, there are no services (or 
PSCs) associated with these data.
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To present the broadest overview of DLA goods for which the Marine Corps may wish 
to partner with other customers in seeking PSM improvements, we first consider the FSGs in 
which DLA purchases such goods. Here we rank the FSGs in which DLA provides goods used 
at least in part by the Marine Corps by the total number of ACF contracts for them.8 The col-
umns in the chart represent

• # ctrx: the number of contracts for goods requisitioned by the Marine Corps
• # ctr ID codes: the number of different contractor ID codes for these contracts
• % ctrx sole srce: the percentage of contracts shown that are coded sole or single source
• $s M: the estimated amount DLA spent for goods used by the Marine Corps
• % $s USMC: the USMC percentage of total money spent on a total category that was for 

goods used at least in part by the Marine Corps (e.g., the top line indicates that the esti-
mated $17 million spent on goods used by the Marine Corps was 3 percent of the total 
that DLA spent on these goods)

• % ctrx small biz: the percentage of contracts that are with small businesses

8 This table and subsequent tables on DLA spend are limited to ACF data and, as noted, for NSNs used at least in part by 
the Marine Corps. The table above, for example, indicates that DLA procured 12,634 NSNs in hardware and abrasives used 
at least in part by the Marine Corps. For these NSNs, DLA used 12,161 contracts, 34 percent of which were sole source and 
84 percent of which were with small businesses. The USMC proportion of the ACF spend for these NSNs was $17 million, 
which was 3 percent of all money DLA spent through these contracts for these NSNs.
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• # NSNs: the total number of NSNs for items used at least in part by the Marine Corps 
in each FSG.

As noted earlier, large numbers of contracts for similar goods might indicate opportuni-
ties for contract consolidation. Above we see broad categories of goods with thousands of con-
tracts for hundreds of suppliers providing thousands of NSNs. In none of the categories listed 
does DLA spend more than $34 million for the Marine Corps. In four it spends less than $10 
million. 

A great many contracts shown above—up to 59 percent in instruments and lab equip-
ment—are sole source. Having a single qualified source or no competition can, as noted earlier, 
limit opportunities for PSM improvements. Nevertheless, as also noted, there are some initia-
tives DLA may be able to pursue with suppliers of these goods, especially if they supply other 
goods as well.

Most contracts shown above, and 75 percent of all ACF contracts DLA has for goods 
used at least in part by the Marine Corps, are with small businesses. Larger, longer-term con-
tracts reducing the total number of contracts and their associated administrative costs could 
perhaps be awarded to the best-performing small businesses. Given that, for each category, 
there are at least three times as many contracts as contractor ID codes, it appears that some 
consolidation of contracts by supplier may be possible.

For all these categories, the USMC share of DLA spend is small. In most listed, it accounts 
for less than 5 percent. In other words, other services very likely use more of the goods that 
DLA also purchases for the Marine Corps. Such data clearly indicate that the Marine Corps 
should work with other services in seeking PSM initiatives for these commodities.
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As noted earlier, large numbers of contracts can lead to greater administrative expenses to 
purchase goods. Some of these costs may be mitigated by automation of purchases, but some of 
these savings may be mitigated as well by steps such as those involved in shipping and receiving 
that are not automated.

Above we show measures of automation for the FSGs ranked by the number of contracts 
in which DLA purchases items used at least in part by the Marine Corps. In addition to those 
showing the number of contracts (# ctrx) and estimated dollars ($s M) for goods used by the 
Marine Corps, the columns in the chart represent

• % ctrx auto/DVD: the percentage of these contracts that are coded as automated (i.e., 
that have at least some automated processes) and that ship goods DVD

• # actions: the number of actions on these contracts for goods used at least in part by the 
Marine Corps

• % act’s auto/DVD: the percentage of actions for goods used at least in part by the Marine 
Corps that are automated and that ship goods DVD

• % $s auto/DVD: the value of purchases for goods used by the Marine Corps that are 
handled by automated contracts and shipped DVD.

For four of the ten categories above, less than half of the contracts are automated. Across 
all DLA, 39 percent of ACF contracts for goods used by the Marine Corps are automated. A 
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large proportion of individual contract actions listed above are automated, but for two catego-
ries listed above, instruments and laboratory equipment (29 percent of actions automated) and 
weapons (33 percent of actions automated), most are not. Both of these categories have a rela-
tively low number of actions associated with them. This suggests there may be a large number 
of nonautomated contracts with relatively few actions on them. Whether these contracts can 
be consolidated may be worth investigating. The large ratio of contracts to contractor ID codes 
for these categories as indicated on the previous chart also suggests a possible need for consoli-
dating multiple, nonautomated contracts for them.

For nearly all the categories listed above, the proportion of dollars that are spent through 
automated contracts is substantially lower than the proportion of total contracts and actions 
that are automated. This suggests that low-value items most amenable to being automated have 
been so.

For medical, dental, and veterinary equipment and supplies used at least in part by the 
Marine Corps, DLA has a high proportion of spend (75 percent) and actions (73 percent) 
that have been automated, but a very low proportion of contracts (2 percent) that have been 
automated. In other words, DLA has consolidated most of its spend for these goods on a low 
number of automated contracts, reflecting best PSM practices.

A large proportion of DLA contracts for USMC goods use DVD. Of all goods DLA 
purchased for use at least in part by the Marine Corps, 29 percent were on contracts and 89 
percent were on actions using DVD, representing 36 percent of dollars DLA spent through the 
ACF for the Marine Corps.

Virtually all contracts, actions, and dollars for medical, dental, and veterinary equipment 
and suppliers used at least in part by the Marine Corps used DVD. Like that for bench-stock 
items, DVD can conceivably speed response time for medical needs and reduce inventory 
costs. For these reasons, commercial practice has long used DVD for shipping medical supplies 
to ultimate users. Nevertheless, the large proportion of contracts for these items with small 
businesses may lead to still higher shipping costs unless shipments are consolidated. While 
such purchases can help meet federal policy goals, small businesses likely lack the leverage large 
suppliers would have with shipping companies. DVD may exacerbate this problem.
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DLA spending on behalf of the Marine Corps appears to be concentrated in a few broad 
categories. One of these is clothing, individual equipment, and insignia. Of the $505 mil-
lion that DLA spends for the Marine Corps, more than one fifth, or $102 million, is on this 
FSG. The second largest category is parts for which DLA uses the manufacturer part number, 
rather than an NSN, for management. These two categories plus that for vehicular equipment 
components and electrical and electronic equipment and components account for most (52 
percent) of what DLA spent on behalf of the Marine Corps. Such concentration helps set pro-
spective targets for PSM initiatives.

Small business concerns are somewhat less prevalent among these categories of goods 
than they are in other broad categories of DLA spend for the Marine Corps. For five of the cat-
egories listed above, less than 40 percent of ACF dollars are with small businesses. By contrast, 
more than 60 percent of ACF dollars spent by DLA for USMC goods in categories not listed 
above are with small businesses. Put another way, there may be less concern about the effects of 
contract consolidation with small businesses in these categories than there is elsewhere.

Even among those categories for which DLA spends the most money on behalf of the 
Marine Corps, the Marine Corps accounts for relatively little DLA spend. In none of these 
categories does the Marine Corps account for more than 12 percent of total DLA spend.
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There are widely varying levels of automation and DVD for contracts, actions, and expen-
ditures in the categories of goods shown above. Automation by dollars in these categories 
ranges from 18 to 98 percent. The proportion of actions that were automated was higher but 
still ranged widely, from 33 to 100 percent. The proportion of contracts in the above groups 
that is automated was somewhat lower but ranged from 2 to 52 percent.

In four categories listed above, at least 75 percent of dollars were spent through automated 
contracts. Two of these, manufacturer part numbers (205,490 actions and 301 contracts) and 
medical, dental, and veterinary equipment and supplies (74,688 actions and 5,890 contracts) 
have a very high number of actions and a relatively high number of contracts but relatively 
few dollars per action. This contrast would be expected for relatively low-value parts that are 
shipped as needed. Still, perhaps even fewer contracts could be used to purchase these com-
modities, particularly medical supplies. The limited information available for parts managed 
by manufacturer part number means only tentative recommendations can be made for them, 
not least because DLA may have its own good reasons for handling such parts as it does (and 
the relatively few contracts for these commodities may indicate spend for them is already lever-
aged). There are several thousand actions and several hundred contracts for clothing, individ-
ual equipment, and insignia; DLA may wish to explore whether more narrow groups of com-
modities within this range would be appropriate targets for some consolidation of automated 
contracts. The relatively few contracts and actions for construction and building materials 
indicate areas where DLA may have already successfully consolidated some contracts.
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The proportion of goods in the categories above that are shipped DVD ranges from 1 to 
100 percent of dollars, 4 to 100 percent of actions, and 7 to 100 percent of contracts. Among 
those groups with at least 90 percent of dollars, actions, and contracts handled through DVD 
are manufacturer part numbers and medical, dental, and veterinary equipment and supplies. 
Again, this circumstance is consistent for goods that may be best shipped directly to the user 
as needed.
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Six of the FSGs listed in the previous tables rank highly by total number of contracts and 
by total spend. In addition to having a high number of dollars and contracts associated with 
them, these goods also had hundreds of contractor ID codes associated with them, but also far 
more contracts than contractor ID codes.

The proportion of contracts for these goods that are sole source range from 32 to 57 per-
cent, while the proportion of dollars that are spent on sole-source contracts range from 17 to 
52 percent. Therefore, some consolidation of sole-source contracts may be possible within indi-
vidual categories of these groupings. Some aggregation of competitive requirements for similar 
goods may be worth exploring as well for economies of scale or scope. Again, however, such 
opportunities would best be identified through analysis of more refined levels of grouping. We 
turn next to analysis of individual (four-digit) FSCs.
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A spend analysis that “drills down” from broad categories to more specific purchases 
can help refine and identify additional prospective targets for PSM initiatives. As shown ear-
lier, DLA had more contracts for hardware and abrasives than for any other FSG in which 
it purchased goods for the Marine Corps. Here we use the ACF to drill down from FSGs to 
FSCs. We find several individual hardware FSCs prominent within the FSCs with the most 
contracts.9

Of the ten FSCs above in which DLA purchases goods used at least in part by the Marine 
Corps, we see that four of them—miscellaneous hardware, packing and gasket materials, 
nuts and washers, and screws—are in the broad category of hardware and abrasives. These 
four FSCs appear to account for most DLA contracts for hardware and abrasives used by the 

9 We exclude from our four-digit FSC analyses of DLA contracts in the ACF those that were exclusively for manufacturer 
part numbers. Such purchases, if considered to be their own four-digit FSC rather than just a two-digit FSG, would consti-
tute, by far, the FSC in which DLA spent the most ACF dollars. In FY 2004, DLA spent $96 million on manufacturer part 
numbers used by the Marine Corps, compared with $56 million it spent on special purpose clothing—the FSC on which 
it spent the most money for the Marine Corps—and $12 million for medical and surgical instruments, equipment, and 
supplies—the four-digit FSC on which it had the most contracts for the Marine Corps. Given this distortion, the limited 
knowledge we have of these parts, and presentation of data for them on the FSG tables above, we chose to exclude them 
here. Readers will notice the totals given on the FSC tables are for ACF purchases by DLA that exclude these items. The 
table above, for example, shows DLA spending $409 million, rather than $505 million ($96 million for miscellaneous part 
numbers plus $409 million for other FSGs), for the Marine Corps.
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Marine Corps. All of them have hundreds of suppliers with hundreds or thousands of contracts 
producing hundreds or thousands of NSNs.

At least three in four contracts in each of the four hardware categories listed above are 
with small businesses. In all of the hardware categories, the number of contracts far exceeds 
the number of contract ID codes, and in one of them the number of contracts even exceeds the 
number of NSNs. The proportion of contracts that are with small businesses also exceeds the pro-
portion of sole-source contracts. These points suggest that some consolidation may be possible 
that would not affect small business participation in the market.

Eight of the ten categories above—all except medical and surgical instruments, equip-
ment, and supplies; and hospital furniture, equipment, utensils, and supplies—are also among 
the ten FSCs in which DLA holds the highest number of competitive contracts for the Marine 
Corps. We later review the bargaining leverage DLA may have in seeking performance from 
suppliers with many competitive contracts.

Another FSG that we saw earlier with a great number of contracts was medical, dental, 
and veterinary equipment and supplies. Here we see two FSCs that appear to account for most 
contracts in this broad category: medical and surgical instruments, equipment, and supplies; 
and hospital furniture, equipment, utensils, and supplies. The USMC may wish to begin here 
with efforts to improve PSM within the broader FSG.

Both categories deserve special attention from the Marine Corps for other reasons as 
well. The FSC of medical and surgical instruments, equipment, and supplies is among the top 
ten FSCs ranked by dollars that DLA spends for goods ultimately used at least in part by the 
Marine Corps. The Marine Corps accounts for 14 percent of all dollars DLA spent on hospi-
tal furniture, equipment, utensils, and supplies—a far higher proportion than it accounts for 
other goods purchased by DLA. The Army is leading a DoD-wide commodity council for 
medical health care services (DoD, 2006). This effort may provide some broad lessons for DLA 
purchases of medical goods.

A third FSG with a high number of contracts is pipe, tubing, hose, and fittings. Here we 
see two FSCs that appear to account for a large majority of contracts within it: fittings and 
specialties, hose, pipe, and tube; and hose and tubing, flexible. Efforts to improve purchasing 
and supply management within this FSG may best focus first on these two FSCs and possible 
contract consolidation efforts within or across them. Both have very high small business par-
ticipation, but they also have more than five times as many contracts as contractor ID codes. 
These details suggest that many small businesses supplying these goods to DLA have multiple 
contracts that perhaps could be consolidated without affecting their participation.

The remaining FSCs listed above—electrical connectors and vehicular furniture and 
accessories—are also subsets of FSGs we reviewed earlier. Electrical connectors are on one of 
every six contracts for electrical and electronic equipment and components used at least in part 
by the Marine Corps. Vehicular furniture and accessories are on one of every four contracts for 
vehicular equipment components used at least in part by the Marine Corps. Therefore, these 
FSGs—along with others that do not have individual FSCs with the most contracts—may 
have more dispersed spend, making them more challenging targets for PSM initiatives of inter-
est to the Marine Corps. Still, these FSCs appear to offer some opportunity for improved prac-
tices. Both have about four times as many contracts as contractor ID codes and relatively few  
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sole-source contracts. Given that the USMC proportion of DLA spend for these commodities 
is low, the Marine Corps will want to partner with other DLA customers to explore what PSM 
initiatives may be possible for these goods.
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Earlier we saw widely varying levels of automation and DVD among FSGs with high 
numbers of DLA contracts for goods used by the Marine Corps. The above table shows wide 
variation in automation and DVD by more specific FSCs but also some similarity among 
broad groupings.

Overall, the above table shows automation varies from 1 to 73 percent of contracts, 5 to 
97 percent of actions, and 27 to 76 percent of dollars. Yet, within the four hardware catego-
ries—miscellaneous hardware, packing and gasket materials, nuts and washers, and screws—
automation varies only from 25 to 42 percent of contracts, from 78 to 90 percent of actions, 
and from 46 to 51 percent of dollars. This pattern suggests that, within the broad category of 
hardware and abrasives, DLA uses similar purchasing practices. Likewise, there are similar 
levels of automation for the FSCs above within the FSG for pipe, tubing, hose, and fittings, 
and similar levels of automation of contracts (but not actions or dollars) for the FSCs within 
the FSG for medical, dental, and veterinary equipment and supplies.

For nearly all the above categories, the proportion of contracts and the aggregate value 
of goods shipped DVD are lower than the proportion of actions that are shipped DVD. This 
usage of DVD suggests that there are a great many commodities of relatively low value shipped 
from hundreds or thousands of suppliers to each separate location using these commodities. 
For some commodities—e.g., critical medical equipment and supplies or bench-stock items 
needed for repairs—direct delivery from the supplier to the user may be desirable. Neverthe-
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less, it may be worth exploring whether all items currently receiving DVD are equally critical, 
or if DVD is indeed the best delivery option for them.
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Previously we showed that the Marine Corps accounts for low levels of DLA spend within 
FSGs with NSNs it uses. Therefore, it would likely want to partner with other DLA customers 
in PSM initiatives for these broad categories of goods.

For NSNs in more narrow categories of goods, such as those designated by FSCs, the 
Marine Corps accounts for somewhat higher levels of DLA spend. As a result, there may be 
some categories of goods for which the Marine Corps may want to have more leadership in 
seeking PSM initiatives by DLA. For NSNs in four categories shown in the table above, the 
Marine Corps accounts for at least 10 percent of DLA spend through the ACF. In one, tents 
and tarpaulins, it accounts for 17 percent of the spend on goods it uses.

Three FSCs above—special purpose clothing, men’s footwear, and personal armor—are 
in the FSG for clothing, individual equipment, and insignia. Special purpose clothing tops the 
list of FSCs ranked by DLA spend for the Marine Corps. The $56 million for NSNs used at 
least in part by the Marine Corps is more than half what DLA spends on clothing, individual 
equipment, and insignia NSNs used by the Marine Corps. It is also more than 10 percent of 
the $505 million DLA spends through the ACF on behalf of the Marine Corps.

For special purpose clothing, DLA used 159 contracts with 80 different contractor ID 
codes to purchase 534 NSNs. That is, DLA had an average of two contracts per contractor for 
these items, indicating a possible target for contract consolidation. Among other FSCs in the 
broader FSG, some consolidation appears to have occurred for contracts for men’s footwear, 
with 42 contracts covering 750 NSNs. Yet, some further consolidation may be possible, given 
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that there are only 17 contractor ID codes here. Similarly, personal armor has 53 contracts for 
only 23 different contractor ID codes and only 63 NSNs.

Two FSCs above—medical and surgical instruments, equipment, and supplies, and drugs 
and biologicals—are in the FSG for medical, dental, and veterinary equipment and supplies. 
The category medical and surgical instruments, equipment, and supplies is also among the 
FSCs with the highest number of contracts, having more than 17 for each contractor ID code. 
It also appears to be a highly competitive market, with just 19 percent of dollars spent on sole-
source contracts. This market competition suggests that this category may be among the most 
promising prospects for initiatives to improve purchasing and supply management.
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For some FSCs on which DLA spends the most money for the Marine Corps, there are 
somewhat high levels of automation and somewhat low levels of DVD. For special purpose 
clothing NSNs, for example, 87 percent of aggregate spend, 64 percent of actions, and 41 per-
cent of contracts are automated, but only 1 percent of aggregate spend, 25 percent of actions, 
and 21 percent of contracts are for goods shipped DVD. Men’s footwear NSNs used at least 
in part by the Marine Corps, a market in which DLA spent 63 percent of ACF dollars with 
small business, also has relatively high levels of automation and relatively low levels of DVD. It 
may be worthwhile to investigate whether these items were being shipped directly to a theater 
of operations (e.g., Iraq), where DVD proved infeasible, or whether they were best shipped in 
other ways, offering other lessons for the Marine Corps and DLA.

Five of the ten FSCs above have lower proportions of contracts and aggregate spend than 
actions managed through automated contracts. It is likely that, for NSNs in these categories, 
DLA has automated purchases for less expensive items, while handling more expensive items 
through manual contracts. That is, it has targeted less valuable, and perhaps less critical, items 
for automation, as best PSM practices suggest.
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Best practices for improving purchasing and supply management involve the buyer and 
the supplier. As noted earlier, the buyer and the supplier may confront inefficiencies if using 
multiple contracts, particularly if each one involves manually processing separate requirements, 
bids, contract writing, negotiations, and awards. Each individual contract carries transaction 
costs for the buyer and the supplier. Multiple contracts, if not issued off a master solicitation, 
reduce the buyer’s power to negotiate price discounts and improvements in delivery or qual-
ity while limiting supplier economies of scale or scope as well as other opportunities to reduce 
supply chain costs. Analyzing purchases by supplier may suggest some consolidation oppor-
tunities, although actual consolidation would require additional information, such as leading 
industry practices and specific user requirements, beyond that available in the ACF.

The data above show that 69 percent of parent firms from which DLA buys goods through 
the ACF for use at least in part by the Marine Corps had multiple contracts in FY 2004. By 
contrast, as we saw earlier, only 27 percent of parent firms from which the Marine Corps 
directly purchases goods or services have multiple contracts. For firms having more than one 
contract, the average number of contracts is 18. One firm, Kampi Components Co., Inc., a 
small disadvantaged business, has 1,027 contracts for goods used at least in part by the Marine 
Corps. Purchasing through such a high number of contracts may be diluting the buying power 
of DLA and forcing it to pay higher prices for goods as well as higher total contract adminis-
tration costs and, for suppliers, marketing costs. More generally, as noted earlier, purchasers 
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may find it difficult and costly to manage an unnecessarily large number of contracts with the 
same provider.

Having multiple purchase offices associated with the same contractor is another possible 
indicator of inefficiency. Among parent firms with contracts to provide DLA with goods used 
at least in part by the Marine Corps, 28 percent deal with more than one purchasing office. 
Among contractors dealing with more than one DLA purchasing office, the average number 
is 2.6, with several contractors dealing with all four DLA purchasing offices. When the same 
contractor has contracts with different offices of the same purchaser, the purchaser may incur 
additional costs associated with dealing with multiple buyers. Nevertheless, DLA purchasing 
offices are already organized around commodities handled by the inventory control points 
associated with each, so it is not clear what consolidation, if any, is possible across offices.

Another question arises when the same contractor sells many different goods or services. 
Nearly five in ten, or 48 percent, of DLA contractors providing goods to the Marine Corps in 
the ACF are associated with more than one FSC code. Seven in ten, or 70 percent, are associ-
ated with more than one National Item Identification Number (NIIN), a unique identifier for 
every item that also comprises part of an item’s NSN. Among those contractors selling parts 
with multiple FSC codes, the average number of FSC codes in which they sell is seven. Among 
those selling multiple NIINs, the average number that they sell is 18. That is, these suppliers 
are providing goods to DLA for use at least in part by the Marine Corps in multiple industries. 
Kampi provided 1,052 NIINs in 142 FSCs. Whether firms providing goods in multiple indus-
tries have industry-leading experience in all of them is a valid matter for investigation.

Many suppliers providing goods in multiple FSCs may, like Kampi, be distributors rather 
than the original manufacturers. In some cases, it may make more sense to purchase directly 
from manufacturers rather than from distributors. Issues to consider in such cases are overhead 
costs for each, whether distributors or DoD may have greater leverage with a manufacturer, 
and what interest (or reluctance) manufacturers may have in dealing directly with DoD.
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Above we list firms with the largest number of DLA contracts in the ACF for goods used 
at least in part by the Marine Corps in FY 2004. Each of these has several hundred contracts, 
many or even most of which are sole source. In fact, all of the suppliers above except JGB 
Enterprises, Inc.; Wheeler Brothers, Inc.; and North American Rescue Products are among the 
firms with the largest number of sole-source contracts10 for DLA goods used at least in part by 
the Marine Corps. Consolidating sole- or single-source contracts may yield economies of scale 
or scope, reduce transaction costs, and better leverage DLA spend on behalf of its customers.

Many of these firms have more contracts than they have NSNs used at least in part by 
the Marine Corps. Idexx Distribution, Inc., for example, has 483 contracts—458 of which are 
sole source—for the five NSNs used at least in part by the Marine Corps. These contracts may 
contain many NSNs not used by the Marine Corps as well. Still, given that the Marine Corps 
accounts for 35 percent of DLA spend with Idexx through the ACF, it may wish to lead DoD 
efforts to explore possible PSM initiatives by DLA with this firm.

Most of these firms sell several hundred NSNs to DLA for use at least in part by the 
Marine Corps. As noted earlier, whether these firms have industry-leading experience in pro-
viding all these products is a valid matter for investigation.

10 Given that some of these companies are distributors, not manufacturers, they may either have sole distribution rights or 
are sole source as the result of a socioeconomic preference.
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It is noteworthy that four of the top five companies listed above—Kampi Components 
Co., Inc.; Ruta Supplies, Inc.; Triman Industries, Inc.; and BTMC Corporation—are small 
businesses. Therefore, DLA has many opportunities to implement the federal mandate for stra-
tegic sourcing without adversely affecting efforts to meet federal policy goals for small business 
use. That is, DLA could group its requirements into larger contracts that would still be suitable 
for small businesses.
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Most of the leading suppliers to DLA for USMC goods have roughly comparable levels of 
automation. With the exception of General Dynamics, reported levels of contract automation 
for these firms ranged from 44 to 58 percent. Similarly, five of the eight firms above for which 
data are available reported contract action automation levels between 43 and 56 percent, while 
six of eight reported levels of automation for aggregate spend between 45 and 60 percent.

Across companies, levels of automation for contracts, actions, and aggregate spend were 
roughly similar. This automation can help reduce transaction costs for DLA and its customers. 
Nevertheless, the sheer number of contracts, the transaction processing fees associated with 
them, and the costs for fulfilling manual steps, such as those for shipping, may still lead DLA 
customers to seek a lower number of contracts for them.

Most of these firms use DVD for a relatively small portion of their contracts, actions, and 
aggregate dollars for goods used at least in part by the Marine Corps. This low usage of DVD 
suggests that their goods may not need DVD, they consolidate shipments to DLA, or their 
goods are shipped to theater, for which DVD is not available. North American Rescue Prod-
ucts ships 100 percent of its goods DVD, perhaps on an as-needed basis.
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Here we rank the largest DLA contractors by spend in the FY 2004 ACF for goods used 
by the Marine Corps. In FY 2004, DLA spent for the Marine Corps more than $10 million 
with six different firms (and $10 million for the remaining firms shown above). The high 
number of contracts for some of these firms—such as Procurenet, UNICOR, and Oshkosh—
may be a good subject for further investigation. Perhaps contract consolidation could reduce 
some transaction costs with these companies.

A large total volume of sales with a firm can provide some leverage over it. Unfortunately, 
it is difficult to discern from these data how much leverage could result from DLA’s volume of 
purchases. Most of these firms are not publicly traded and hence do not report quarterly rev-
enue to public bodies, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission. Nevertheless, some 
broader leverage may be available to DLA for some of these firms. For example, while DLA 
purchases for the Marine Corps constitute less than 1 percent of sales by Oshkosh Truck, data 
we reviewed earlier showed that the Marine Corps accounts for 20 percent of sales by Oshkosh, 
while DoD as a whole accounts for 45 percent of the firm’s sales.

Sole-source information is also missing for many of these firms. All the firms for which 
sole-source data are available show a higher proportion of contracts than dollars that are sole 
source, in part because a contract can be coded as sole source but have both sole-source and 
competitive actions.
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Several of these firms have levels of automation for their contracts that are well below the 
levels of automation for their contract actions and the aggregate spend associated with them. 
Therefore, DLA may have many low-value contracts of few actions each with these firms that 
are being managed manually. For example, virtually all DLA actions with and dollars spent 
through Procurenet for the Marine Corps are automated, but only 41 percent of the 161 con-
tracts for this spend are automated.

Some of these firms also have levels of actions handled by DVD that are below the pro-
portions of contracts and aggregate dollars handled through DVD. This pattern suggests that 
these suppliers may be shipping some commodities of low value through DVD. Verifying and 
exploring the reasons for this usage of DVD (e.g., confirming that these are critical consumable 
items requiring DVD or whether these DVD shipments are grouped) may be worth further 
investigation.
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Here we rank DLA contractors selling goods used by the Marine Corps by the number 
of sole-source contracts for such goods in the FY 2004 ACF. For nearly all these firms, sole-
source contracts constitute most DLA contracts for USMC goods in the ACF. The top seven 
firms shown above are also among the firms with the most DLA contracts for USMC goods.

Sole-source contracts may afford consolidation opportunities and benefits that may be 
realized through such initiatives as consolidating multiple sole-source contracts into fewer con-
tracts or even a single contract with a supplier. Sole-source contracts with a single supplier 
may be consolidated without any need to subject the consolidated contract to competition, 
although the resulting contract may be subject to more stringent processes.

Contract consolidation opportunities may also be limited by the corporate structure of 
suppliers. Note, for example, that General Dynamics has nine contractor ID codes, perhaps 
representing several autonomous business units that have sole-source contracts with DLA. All 
other suppliers listed above, however, have just one contractor ID code.

All these firms have more sole-source contracts than the number of FSCs in which they 
sell goods to DLA. Three firms—Idexx Distribution, Princeton Tec, and Debra Dilkes, DBA 
AJ SM—have less than ten FSCs and NSNs. One, Princeton Tec, has just two NSNs but 260 
contracts for goods used at least in part by the Marine Corps. Again, these contracts may con-
tain many other NSNs as well. Still, DLA may wish to explore consolidating contracts for such 
goods.
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In this chart, we show automation and DVD for firms with a high number of sole-source 
contracts. The proportion of contracts, actions, and dollars shown as automated are for all sales 
to DLA of goods used by the Marine Corps, not just sole-source sales.

Within each firm, the proportion of contracts, contract actions, and aggregate dollars 
from DLA for USMC goods that are automated is roughly equal. One exception is BTMC 
Corporation, which has a higher proportion of actions than contracts or aggregate dollars that 
are automated, suggesting its higher-priced USMC-related goods are handled through manual 
contracts.

Similarly, BTMC has a far higher proportion of its actions than contracts or aggregate 
dollars for goods used by the Marine Corps that are shipped DVD. This situation suggests 
that BTMC ships many goods of lesser value DVD. It may be worth confirming this point, as 
well as whether the shipments are for critical parts or, even if received separately, are shipped 
together directly to the user.

Many of the goods represented above, even those that are sole source, are likely to be of 
relatively low value. Note that most of the firms listed above have only about $1 million in 
USMC sales to DLA but that hundreds or, in the case of BTMC, thousands of actions are used 
to fulfill these sales.
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The leverage DLA or other customers have over a supplier will vary by how competitive 
the market is for a good. Here we show the FSCs in which DLA purchases goods used by the 
Marine Corps ranked by the number of competitive contract listed in the ACF for each. Col-
umns for each category indicate

• # comp ctrx: the number of contracts that are competitive (i.e., for goods for which there 
are more than one source)

• % comp ctrx: competitive contracts as a percentage of all contracts
• Comp $s M: the millions of dollars spent through competitive contracts
• % comp $s: the money spent through competitive contracts as a percentage of money 

spent for all contracts
• Comp ctr IDs: the number of contractor IDs on competitive contracts
• # NSNs: the total number of NSNs used at least in part by the Marine Corps within the 

FSC (both competitive and noncompetitive).

In FY 2004, DLA had more than 1,000 competitive contracts for four FSCs and more 
than 700 for five more. The top eight FSCs listed above are also on the list shown earlier of 
those with the highest number of contracts. 

Contracts for competitive goods cannot legally be consolidated with a supplier as those 
for sole-source goods may. Still, there may be opportunities for consolidating requirements 
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within many of these groups. All these FSCs have far more competitive contracts than contrac-
tor ID codes associated with them. Consolidation opportunities may also be realized across 
groups of related commodities, such as miscellaneous hardware; screws; nuts and washers; 
packing and gasket materials; and nails, keys, and pins—all of which are part of the FSG for 
hardware and abrasives.

Finally, most dollars spent with eight of the ten categories above are spent on competitive 
contracts. In other words, the markets for these services are, for the most part, competitive. 
This situation gives DLA leverage over suppliers in them to implement their own PSM initia-
tives so as to continue to win DLA business.
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Ultimately a spend analysis seeking to improve purchasing and supply management 
should consider commodities and suppliers together rather than separately. We offer the fol-
lowing example of such an analysis on DLA goods for the Marine Corps.

Earlier we saw that clothing, individual equipment, and insignia is the FSG in which 
DLA spends more money than any other for the Marine Corps. Here we analyze expenditures 
for all DLA purchases in this category, not just those used by the Marine Corps. Clothing is an 
area that may soon become the focus of a USMC-led, DoD-wide commodity council (DoD, 
2006). The data here can help illustrate the broad issues such an effort would need to consider.

The overall DLA spend for clothing, individual equipment, and insignia is somewhat 
concentrated. The top ten firms listed above account for 44 percent of the $1.734 billion DLA 
spends for this FSG. Although data on competitiveness are limited—and missing for seven of 
the top ten firms—the indicators that do exist show a highly competitive market, with few 
expenditures through sole-source contracts.

Contracting practices appear to already include some consolidation, although more may 
be possible. A few of the top ten firms have less than five contracts, but several have more than 
ten each. All the suppliers listed above except one have just one contractor ID code, likely indi-
cating corporate structures conducive to contract consolidation. In fact, seven of the ten firms 
listed here—all but UNICOR, Ceradyne, and Mine Safety Appliances—are small businesses, 
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whose structures may be even more conducive to consolidation. Altogether, we found (in 
analyses not shown) that 63 percent of DLA spend on these items is with small businesses.

Those with relatively few contracts appear to have relatively few NSNs. The firms listed 
above provide between 6 and 852 NSNs, but none provides goods in more than six FSCs. In 
fact, four provide goods in only one FSC.

Data on dependency by these suppliers on DLA are limited and missing for seven. Top 
suppliers for whom these data are available have a good deal of dependency on DLA, with one 
firm, Ceradyne, Inc., making 48 percent of all its sales to DLA. Sales to other services or agen-
cies could mean that dependency of these firms on DoD is higher still. The USMC share of 
DLA business with these agencies varies widely, from no more than 1 percent for five of these 
firms to 17 percent for Belleville Shoe Manufacturing.
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Most, or 58 percent, of DLA expenditures for clothing, individual equipment, and insig-
nia are for goods ultimately used at least in part by the Army. The Army share of DLA expen-
ditures with the top suppliers is even higher than it is with other suppliers; among those outside 
the top ten, 52 percent of DLA expenditures are for goods ultimately used by the Army.

The Army share of DLA purchases among suppliers listed above does vary, from 43 to 97 
percent. The share of DLA purchases by other services or agencies varies widely as well. There-
fore, approaches to improving purchasing and supply management with different companies 
will have to take into account perspectives that vary by supplier. For example, while the Army’s 
perspective is likely to be most important for goods in this FSG from Mine Safety Appliances 
Co., those of the Navy and Air Force are somewhat important for purchases from Ceradyne, 
Inc.; Simula, Inc.; and Armorworks, Inc. And, again, as we saw earlier, the perspective of the 
Marine Corps is relatively important for purchases from Belleville Shoe Manufacturing.
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The levels of automation and DVD that DLA uses in its purchases of clothing, individual 
equipment, and insignia vary greatly by supplier. It may be worth exploring to see how these 
vary by ultimate customer needs.

While 63 percent of aggregate dollars spent and 78 percent of contract actions in this 
broad category are automated, only 36 percent of contracts are. This finding suggests that there 
may be some contracts with a relatively low number of higher-value actions on them, as best 
purchasing and supply management practices would suggest.

By leading suppliers, the proportion of contracts that are automated ranges from 14 to 
85 percent. Specialty Defense Systems of Pennsylvania, Inc., which has the highest number 
of contracts among leading suppliers, also has the lowest proportion of automated contracts 
among them. Given that 90 percent of its dollars and 59 percent of its actions are automated, 
many of these may have relatively few low-value actions as well. UNICOR, which has the 
second highest number of contracts among leading suppliers, has the highest level of contract 
automation. It may be worth investigating whether more Specialty Defense Systems contracts 
can be automated and whether more contracts for both it and UNICOR can be consolidated.

The proportion of contract actions that are automated ranges from 2 percent for DHB 
Industries, Inc., to 97 percent for Armorworks, Inc. Only 30 contract actions were reported 
for Armorworks, meaning that 29 were made through automated processes, but 283 were 
reported for DHB, meaning about 275 actions were processed manually. In addition, only 1 
percent of DLA dollars for DHB goods were spent through automated processes, compared  
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to 84 percent for Armorworks and 92 percent for Simula, Inc. The precise nature of goods 
provided by these companies as well as the needs of ultimate customers may affect automa-
tion opportunities. Armorworks provides goods to DLA through fewer, higher-value actions 
than used by DHB. The Army is the leading purchaser of DLA goods from both firms, but 
the Air Force has a substantial proportion of DHB goods, and the Air Force and Navy have a 
substantial share of Armorworks goods. Other suppliers providing goods through even more 
actions of less value have higher levels of automation than DHB. Better understanding of user 
requirements for these goods will help demonstrate specific contracting needs and what might 
be done to improve contracting performance and reduce contracting costs.

The proportion of dollars, contracts, and actions that is handled DVD is lower than that 
for automated contracts. This disparity suggests that these items may be handled through con-
solidated shipments, although the proportion that is shipped DVD varies by firm.

Among the seven top-ten suppliers for which DVD data are available, DVD is lowest for 
UNICOR. UNICOR used DVD on 8 percent of its contracts, 2 percent of its actions, and 3 
percent of its goods as measured by aggregate value to DLA. DVD was highest for Mine Safety 
Appliances Company, which used it on 71 percent of its contracts, 78 percent of actions, and 
94 percent of its goods sold to DLA as measured by aggregate value. These differences may 
reflect the differing nature of the specific goods that each firm produces, with UNICOR pro-
ducing goods that can be stockpiled but Mine Safety Appliances producing those that are best 
shipped directly to users as needed. Nevertheless, a complete spend analysis is needed to verify 
these suppositions.

Further information on more specific categories of goods within this FSG may also sug-
gest prospective opportunities for improving purchasing and supply management within it. 
For example, three of the top ten suppliers listed above—Tennier Industries, UNICOR, and 
Tennessee Apparel Corporation—are also among the top DLA suppliers for special purpose 
clothing. Most UNICOR contracts within this FSG were also for special purpose clothing, 
while Tennessee Apparel has many sales to DLA in men’s outerwear as well. Efforts to improve 
purchasing and supply management of this FSG may therefore focus on these four suppliers of 
special purpose clothing.
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We conclude by reviewing the most important lessons that the Marine Corps can draw 
from this illustrative, high-level analysis of a major portion of its spend and of a portion of the 
spend of others on its behalf.
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The Marine Corps spends nearly $8 billion in weapons, goods, and services from others. 
This figure obviously represents a considerable amount of money, and it is worth attention as 
the Marine Corps seeks to improve its performance and make the most of existing resources. 
Yet, it is worth noting that the opportunities the Marine Corps can expect to find in spend 
analyses for improving its purchasing and supply management differ from those likely to be 
available elsewhere in the DoD in at least two ways.

First, the Marine Corps has a higher proportion of funds devoted to personnel and fewer 
to weapons, goods, and services than the other military services have. Unless the operational 
concepts of the Marine Corps drastically change, we surmise that this will continue to be the 
case for the foreseeable future.

Second, most spending done for USMC weapons, goods, and services is actually done 
by others on its behalf. In FY 2004, the Marine Corps had $3.3 billion for direct spending 
on goods and services—i.e., the portion of its budget over which it has the most control—but 
$4.3 billion in indirect spending. This pattern of spending leads to perhaps the broadest impli-
cation of our research: The Marine Corps, more than any other military service, needs the 
cooperation of other components of DoD to improve purchasing and supply management of 
its goods and services. Indeed, it recognized this and developed a two-tier approach to improv-
ing its PSM, with the first tier of efforts establishing USMC-wide commodity teams on items 
for which the Marine Corps is best positioned to lead DoD-purchasing efforts and the second 
focusing on participation in commodity teams led by others within DoD (Simon, 2006).
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Although the Marine Corps may have fewer targets for improving purchasing and supply 
management than the other services and it will need the cooperation of the other services and 
DLA to realize improvements, there are still some specific steps it can take—and has been 
taking—to improve its direct purchases. In recognition of these opportunities, the Marine 
Corps chartered the Strategic Purchasing Initiative (SPI) Integrated Process Team (IPT) on 
October 20, 2004, to conduct an end-to-end review of its acquisition practices. Its first wave 
of commodity teams was tasked with developing supply strategies and estimated savings by 
October 2005 (Simon, 2006). 

With just 17 purchasing offices, the Marine Corps has a leaner buying organization than 
other services. Nevertheless, USMC purchasing could be leaner still, particularly for com-
monly or widely used goods and services. The Marine Corps has already taken some steps to 
develop a leaner purchasing organization, participating, for example, in a Navy-led commod-
ity council for furniture and fixtures. In addition, it established three “quick hit” commodity 
teams for information technology goods and services, clothing, and office equipment, which 
quickly found estimated savings that met USMC targets. The Marine Corps recently launched 
two new commodity teams for professional services and maintenance of equipment (Simon, 
2006).

Not only do many commodities have multiple purchasers and contracts, but many sup-
pliers do as well. For suppliers of competitive commodities, the Marine Corps may wish to use 
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leverage available to all buyers in competitive markets to achieve purchasing and supply man-
agement improvements by buyers.

Sole-source goods and services preclude the benefits of a competitive market, but they 
offer others. Several suppliers have a dozen or more sole-source contracts. Sole-source contracts 
can be more easily consolidated than contracts for competitive goods and services, for which 
consolidation must not preclude small business participation. The Marine Corps may therefore 
wish to explore consolidating multiple sole-source contracts with the same supplier.

More generally, contract consolidation and longer-term contracts can offer the Marine 
Corps a means to increase its leverage for improved performance, reduce transaction costs, 
gain economies of scale or scope, and promote investment by suppliers. Such measures can 
help the Marine Corps develop a tailored supplier relationship that offers more flexibility for its 
needs and opportunities for joint, continuous improvement of integrated plans and processes.

Corporate contracts with leading suppliers could help reduce transaction, management, 
and marketing burdens and costs for buyers and suppliers. They could help reduce the number 
of USMC personnel needed to manage contracts, although requiring remaining personnel to 
perhaps have greater skills in developing and managing supplier relationships.

A commodity contract that consolidates contracts for the same or similar goods or ser-
vices could also give the Marine Corps a means to improve its leverage. Depending on the 
particular goods or services purchased, the Marine Corps may wish to consolidate its contracts 
within a commodity group, at a particular site, or for a particular weapon system.

All consolidation or leveraging must be done in accordance with legal requirements for 
competition and socioeconomic goals. (For more on contract consolidation in the federal gov-
ernment, see Baldwin, Camm, and Moore, 2001; and the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 
13, Part 125, “Government Contracting Programs.”) While these requirements may limit the 
ability of the Marine Corps to consolidate certain commodities, they need not do so completely.

In particular, small business policy goals do not necessarily present a problem to improv-
ing PSM performance. Many best PSM practices are compatible with these goals. Conceivably, 
larger, longer-term contracts could be awarded to the best-performing small businesses. The 
Marine Corps has opportunities to consolidate multiple contracts with small businesses and 
reduce transaction costs for itself and its small business suppliers. Contracting data indicate 
that 22 percent of small businesses with USMC contracts have two or more contracts, with 
those holding multiple contracts having an average of 3.4.
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Although indirect purchases are difficult to estimate in total, much less analyze in detail, 
the ACF data we examined showed some specific areas of DLA purchases that the Marine 
Corps may wish to investigate further. The two most prominent of these are contract automa-
tion and DVD of purchases.

Automation of many contracts and most contract actions can contribute to best PSM 
practices associated with a large number of contracts. Yet, some steps in “automated” processes 
are not automated, and many “automated” purchases have some transaction costs. DLA con-
tracts appear to automate lower-value goods and reserve manual attention for higher-value 
items that require it, as best PSM practices would recommend. Still, the Marine Corps and 
other DLA customers may wish to consider commodities for which the number of contracts 
could be reduced and the number of automated actions per contract increased.

DVD can also help performance and reduce inventory and total costs of ownership by 
shipping critical items to users as needed. DLA uses DVD for critical items and, as the ACF 
data apparently indicate, for medical supplies. DVD can be costly, however; so the trade-off 
between transportation and user-handling costs for a potentially large number of shipments 
and reductions in total costs should be examined. The customer wait time also needs to be 
examined to determine if other methods are as fast or faster for lower costs. In many cases, 
DVD may already indicate consolidated shipments. DLA also already uses methods besides 
DVD to ship less critical items, such as office furniture.
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This first-order analysis of Marine Corps DD350 purchases and DLA purchases on behalf 
of the Marine Corps revealed many indicators of opportunities and challenges for PSM ini-
tiatives. A complete analysis of all USMC purchases was not feasible because the availability 
and fidelity of data vary widely. This variability is particularly true for smaller purchases coded 
only on DD1057 data prior to FY 2005, for purchases made by a government purchase card, 
and for many purchases made by the other services and DLA on behalf of the Marine Corps. 
Even the data we examined have shortcomings in coverage. The DD350 data do not include all 
direct purchases. The ACF data cover the vast majority of DLA contracts but a smaller portion 
of DLA dollars. We were unable to analyze DD350 data for a significant portion of purchases 
made by others on behalf of the Marine Corps. 

Not all information necessary for a spend analysis is in current data systems. At this 
time, there is no central data source for such data. Outside data—including comparative data 
on costs, quality, responsiveness, and other measures of performance; on the financial condi-
tion of suppliers; and on possible substitutes for the commodity or provider—are necessary to 
learn how to best structure supplier relationships.1 Linking research on industries and their 
practices, the best suppliers and their capabilities, and the latest technologies to spend data 
will help improve purchasing practices. Given that the Marine Corps is smaller than other 
branches of the military, it is in particular need of DoD-wide spend data and analyses of these  

1  See Ellram (2002) for a list of internal and external sources of cost information.
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issues to know whom to “tap” for collaboration on developing supply strategies for a given 
commodity.
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An in-depth spend analysis has a number of requirements, including combining data 
sources; gathering additional data on suppliers, markets, internal military requirements, pre-
vailing purchasing regulations, and policies that may shape or constrain purchasing options; 
and developing knowledgeable personnel and equipment for processing and analyzing the 
numbers. Such an analysis requires a strategic perspective encompassing all USMC purchasing 
activities and, in many cases, other DoD purchasing activities as well. Focusing too narrowly 
and not including as broad a range as possible in a spend analysis may reduce the prospective 
benefit from PSM initiatives, while too broad a focus may overlook some prospective opportu-
nities within smaller categories.

Analysts must also consider special strategies and user needs. They must know the 
strengths, weaknesses, and context of their own data and be able to link external data to spend 
data in searching for opportunities to improve performance. Combining existing contracting 
and user data will be a complex and challenging task. Currently, no one organization within 
DoD has responsibility for all the tasks necessary for a spend analysis. To realize the great-
est benefits and to ensure that different tasks are appropriately completed, the Marine Corps 
would do best to centralize capabilities for generating its data and analyses.

Centralizing data for spend and related supplier analyses maximizes performance across 
the service and is a commercial best practice. Sharing information on negative experiences 
with particular suppliers can help others avoid similar bad outcomes. Sharing information on 
excellent performance can make it easier to locate top-performing suppliers. Suppliers may  
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work harder if they know such efforts will affect their ability to obtain additional business. 
Centralizing and aggregating purchases across purchasing offices within the Marine Corps and 
within DLA may also lead to lower prices, higher quality, and more responsive performance as 
the leverage from a larger contract increases the importance of USMC business to the supplier. 
USMC centralization of purchasing in particular may also yield benefits from centralizing pur-
chasing across acquisition and logistics.

Although most industry experts argue for centralization of purchasing, there can be 
valid requirements that cannot be met through centralized agreements. Centralization can 
also introduce larger problems in the event of contract failure (Steele and Court, 1996). One 
approach will not fit all situations. Spend data must therefore be considered carefully to include 
all diverse requirements of a customer and not used blindly to consolidate all contracts.

Centralizing spend data analysis can create a core team of experts within the Marine 
Corps familiar with existing data, their limitations, and how to get the most out of data 
analysis. Indeed, initial USMC efforts for spend analyses have likely begun assembling such a 
team. These experts can support local purchasing organizations, alerting them to prospective 
opportunities for consolidating requirements within legal and policy boundaries and to suppli-
ers whose performance has been excellent or unresponsive.

A central clearinghouse for spend data and information about suppliers can improve 
contracting activities throughout the Marine Corps. A centralized function may also be able 
to better make the case for collecting different kinds of data and for developing systems to 
improve the functionality of data that the Marine Corps already collects. This may include 
linking NSNs to contracts (if they are not already), bringing together related performance and 
contracting information. Such a clearinghouse could help provide industry-wide information 
on related groups of goods and services. It could also provide critical information allowing 
all interactions with suppliers to start from a consistent, strategic perspective on service-wide 
objectives and requirements.

Rather than create an internal spend analysis capability, the Marine Corps has decided to 
outsource spend analyses in the short term and to leverage DoD and Department of the Navy 
efforts in the long term to improve data collection and system integration and to develop spend 
analysis capabilities.

Although organizations such as DLA and GSA were created to aggregate government and 
DoD purchases, our analysis suggests there may be additional opportunities for consolidating 
spend. We caution, however, that additional consolidation should be done carefully and intel-
ligently. It should probably be led by the organization with the most technical knowledge, the 
most experience in using and purchasing goods or services being considered for consolidation, 
and the most leverage with or strongest relationships with suppliers. For many DLA purchases 
that we examined, one of the services may be best able to lead consolidation efforts and help 
“de-fragment” spend. Continuing analysis of spend data may identify other opportunities for 
savings or performance improvements. Although multiple sources of information are needed to 
compile all USMC purchases of weapons, goods, and services, the data we examined do offer a 
great deal of high-level information and are an excellent starting point for additional targeted, 
in-depth analyses.
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The benefits of a spend analysis have been proven by the many commercial firms that have 
used it for targeting their PSM initiatives and developing their supply strategies. An analysis 
of available data on USMC and DoD purchasing indicates that the Marine Corps can expect 
to realize many opportunities in its effort to improve its purchasing and supply management.

Although our initial spend analysis revealed a number of potential areas of opportu-
nity, additional data, research, and intelligence are needed before targets for implementing 
best PSM practices can be finalized, much less a new supply strategy developed and suppliers 
selected. Conducting a detailed spend analysis and incorporating all required data are only the 
first steps toward adopting best PSM practices. The actual development of supply strategies and 
strategic supplier relationships must be done using a strategic, cross-functional, cross-enterprise 
approach. Such an approach may call for some organizational restructuring. DoD purchas-
ing has often used a tactical, functional, local approach, without a broader view on improving 
overall performance and costs. Only by combining all activities related to a purchase will the 
best purchasing decisions be made, the cost opportunities from best practices be maximized, 
and the risks managed.

This research presented the first “top-down” analysis of direct USMC purchases. We 
found that, for most of the items it purchases, the Marine Corps is not the dominant DoD 
buyer and that, for most of its suppliers, the Marine Corps is not the dominant DoD customer. 
This factor is particularly true of goods that DLA purchases on behalf of the Marine Corps 
and the rest of DoD.
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In some ways, the Marine Corps has already introduced best purchasing and supply man-
agement practices for many of the commodities it purchases and many of the suppliers from 
which it purchases. It surely has introduced more through its recent efforts.

Nevertheless, in many cases, it will have to work with other branches of DoD to best 
improve purchasing and supply management, particularly for situations in which it needs 
greater leverage with a supplier. At the same time, there are some particular commodities—
e.g., wheeled trucks and truck tractors—and suppliers—e.g., Oshkosh—for which the Marine 
Corps should expect to exert more leadership on behalf of all of DoD. Its ongoing purchasing 
and supply management initiatives may provide more general lessons to DoD as well.
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APPENDIX

DD350 and ACF Data and Analysis Issues

The Marine Corps, along with the other military services and defense agencies, has long col-
lected data on transactions equal to or greater than $25,000 using the DoD Form 350, Indi-
vidual Contract Action Report, which was stored in the DD350 Contract Action Reporting 
System. The Marine Corps sent these data to the DoD, which consolidated them across the 
services and defense agencies. The DoD Washington Headquarters Services/Statistical Infor-
mation Analysis Division (WHS/SIAD) managed the Individual Contracting Action Report 
database that was used for the current analyses. These data and associated documentation are 
available in electronic form at the WHS/SIAD Web site.

Changes in DD350 Data Reporting

Starting in FY 2005, FAR 4.602(c)(1) required data collection points in each agency to col-
lect data on all transactions over $2,500. In FY 2007, this threshold was raised, along with 
the micropurchase threshold, to $3,000, meaning the DoD now requires reporting of contract 
transactions exceeding $3,000 on DD350 forms, except for a $2,000 threshold for construc-
tion work covered by the Davis-Bacon Act and a $2,500 threshold for service work, such as 
custodial, janitorial, and housekeeping services.1 Some services had already begun doing so. 
The Army began reporting contract transactions valued at $2,500 or more on DD350 forms 
in FY 2003, and the Marine Corps began in FY 2004.2 Now, through a machine-to-machine 
interface, the services and defense centers directly report their DD350 individual contract 
actions to the Federal Procurement Data System—Next Generation (Lee, 2005).

Many of the data items in the DD350 have had their coding structure completely revised 
in recent years, which makes some comparisons over time difficult.

1 Previously, DoD transactions between $2,500 and $25,000 were summarized and reported monthly on DD1057 but 
not DD350 forms. The DoD eliminated DD1057 beginning in FY 2005 and instructed the services and defense agencies 
to report transactions of $2,500 or more on DD350 forms through at least the end of FY 2005 (Lee, 2005). 
2 We observed many transactions valued below $25,000 in the FY 2003 and FY 2004 data for the Army and in the FY 
2004 data for the Marine Corps. We did not find many transactions valued below $25,000 in the FY 2004 data for other 
services and defense agencies.
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Weapon System Codes

Beginning with FY 2004 data, spend analyses of sustainment purchases by weapon system 
cannot be conducted. In FY 2004, DoD changed the meaning of the data element B12C in 
the DD350 form from “weapon system” to “major acquisition program” or “automated infor-
mation system.” This change makes a comparison of weapon systems in FY 2004 to weapon 
systems in the present and in prior years infeasible. 

In FY 2003, the weapon system code is data element B12C in the DD350 form, called 
“Program, System, or Equipment Code.”3 The FY 2003 data contained 666 weapon system 
codes, grouped by service/agency and type of system (airframes, engines, missiles, etc.). About 
92 percent of the contract actions and 66 percent of the dollars had no identifiable weapon 
system codes (named “Not Discernable or Classified”).

In FY 2004, the weapon system code in data element B12C of the DD350 form was 
called “Major Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP),” “Major Automated Information System 
(MAIS),” or “Other Program Code.”4 The FY 2004 DoD-wide DD350 data contains 154 
MDAP/MAIS codes and associated abbreviations. About 97 percent of the contract actions 
and 83 percent of the dollars have no identifiable weapon system codes (named “*”). 

SIC to NAICS

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) has replaced the U.S. Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC) system. NAICS was developed jointly by the United States, 
Canada, and Mexico to provide new comparability in statistics about business activity across 
North America. The NAICS codes first appeared in DD350 data in FY 2001. The U.S. Census 
Bureau introduced the NAICS code in 1997 and revised it substantially in 2002. Another sig-
nificant revision is planned for 2007 and will initially focus on products of service industries, 
then on manufacturing products. For further information, please see www.census.gov/epcd/
www/naics.html.

Purchase Office Codes 

Some services/agencies (e.g., the Army) have changed their purchase office codes from four 
to five characters to a six-character DoD Activity Address Code (DoDAAC). The DoDAAC 
uniquely identifies a unit, activity, or organization that has the ability to requisition and/or 
receive materiel. 

3 For the data extract files and other forms, see Department of Defense, various years, under the respective subdirectories. 
For example, FY 2003 DD350 data are found in the subdirectories “Historical Data,” “2000–2005,” “DD350 Data,” and 
then “2003 Data.” 
4 A list of the MDAP and MAIS codes or Program Numbers (PNOs) is available through the procurement coding manual 
for commodities and services reported on the DD350 form (see Department of Defense, various years). 

http://www.census.gov/epcd/www/naics.html
http://www.census.gov/epcd/www/naics.html
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Using the DD350 Data for Spend Analyses

The DD350 data were originally not designed for spend analyses. Accordingly, we supple-
mented these data with additional information. Thus, we describe some lessons learned on the 
caveats and limitations in using it for this purpose. 

Parent Companies of Local Contractors

The DD350 data identifies individual suppliers using a Contractor Identification Number 
(DUNS number5), company name, and address. While there are many small, individual sup-
pliers involved in defense contracting, large corporations with multiple locations and/or divi-
sions have each location/division individually named as a separate local contractor DUNS 
code in the DD350 data. Aggregating the DD350 data to individual contractors rather than 
to parent companies would fail to reveal true spend totals with large corporations. The DD350 
data also contain the DUNS code for the ultimate parent company of each contractor—i.e., 
the top level of the corporation—but lack any further information about that parent. The name 
of the parent company along with other characteristics, such as the size of the parent’s busi-
ness (large versus small), must be obtained from outside sources. WHS/SAID supplied RAND 
with the DUNS database corresponding in time (February 2005) to the public release of the 
FY 2004 DD350 data. Individual company Web pages also helped us verify proper linkages.

Coding errors in the local contractor and ultimate parent company appear minimal in 
historical DD350 data, due in part to the post-year scrubbing performed by WHS/SAID. As 
DoD moves toward a machine-to-machine interface, DoD may want to refresh the ultimate 
parent codes of the local contractors to ensure continued consistency.

Missing Data

The data fields we used to determine sole source or competitive contracting may contain miss-
ing information (number of offers solicited, number of offers received, solicitation procedures, 
and the extent to which the contract was competed). Missing data are legitimate in some 
cases—e.g., when contracting with other government agencies—but, in many other cases, 
contract actions were missing data in these fields.

Contract transactions can include more than one PSC. However, the DD350 form per-
mits only one PSC to be recorded. Standard practice is to record the PSC having most of the 
dollars, which can lead to slight overstatements of some PSCs and understatements of others. 
The extent of overstatement and understatement is unknown.

Many records contain the PSC “9999” or “miscellaneous.” This category was among 
the top ten PSCs by dollars. To understand the kinds of purchases included in this PSC, 
we analyzed data element B12D, called the “North American Industry Classification System 
(NAICS) code.” NAICS codes are less finely grained and less detailed than PSCs, but they are 
superior to the PSC “9999.”

5 The Dun & Bradstreet Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) number is a unique nine-digit identification code 
used to reference single-business entities, while linking corporate family groups together. It is an internationally recognized 
common company identifier in electronic data interchange and global electronic commerce transactions.
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Business Rules for DD350 Data

In analyzing the DD350 data, we developed “rules” that are described below to enable others 
interested in replicating our analyses. Various assumptions are required when analyzing these 
data, and these were the primary ones we used.

Dollars

Dollars, including deobligations, were summed across contract actions. 

Contracts

The number of distinct 15-position, alphanumeric character contract numbers were counted 
across contract actions.

Parent Companies

Using the parent company code in the DD350 data ensured that our dollar results exactly 
matched the tabulations available on the Directorate for Information Operations and Reports 
(DIOR) Web site.

Small Businesses

We used an external data source for the type of business (small/large) of a parent company 
that corresponded to its lower, local contractors. We defined small business as “Small Disad-
vantaged Business” and “Other Small Business.” Our small business dollars did not match the 
DIOR tabulations for small business, because we did not apply the Small Business Administra-
tion (SBA) restrictions—e.g., exclusion of Foreign Military Sales (FMS) companies.

Sole-Source Contracts

We determined the sole-source (or competitive) status of each contract action. Thus, this 
approach considers a contract as sole source so long as it has at least one sole-source transaction. 
According to discussions with military service contracting personnel, the DD350 data element 
C6, “Number of offers solicited,” provides the best single estimate of the sole-source status of a 
contract action. We assessed other variables that correlated most closely to data element C6 to 
use in cases in which C6 was missing. Our analyses estimated sole-source status by checking 
data fields in the following sequence: 

• Number of offers solicited (1 = sole source; 2 = competitive)
• Extent competed (B, D = sole source; A, C = competitive)
• Solicitation procedures (N = sole source; A, B, C = competitive)
• Number of offers received (1 = sole source; 2–999 = competitive).

If all of these variables were missing, then sole-source status was also considered missing.
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Purchase Orders

Contract actions were flagged as purchase orders when the ninth character of the contract 
number was M, P, V, or W. Some military services have requested these types of analyses.

Set-Asides

Contract actions were flagged as set-asides when the extent competed was K.

ACF Data

Because DLA contract transactions were typically of a much lower value than those the ser-
vices reported in DD350 data, we requested other data from DLA for this study. In March 
2005, DLA sent RAND contract data for all transactions recorded in its ACF for the period 
FY 2002 to FY 2004. The ACF, which is managed by the DLA Office of Operations Research 
and Resource Analysis (DORRA), contains detailed contract information for consumable 
NSNs that DLA manages and was the best source of contract data for our analysis period. 
During this time period, particularly in FY 2004, DLA began reporting some of the contract 
transactions for selected NSNs to its BSM enterprise database. As these NSNs were reported 
in BSM, they were no longer reported to ACF. Thus, the ACF data we analyzed for this study 
contained information on most, though not all, contract transactions of consumable items. 

Because many of the NSNs that DLA purchases are common to more than one military 
service, we needed to identify for each NSN the USMC-related portion of the purchase. Each 
fiscal year, DLA computes “market share factors” for each military service and “other” category 
for each NSN and part number in the ACF. For the Marine Corps, this is the total number of 
requisition quantities ordered by a USMC unit divided by the total number of worldwide req-
uisition quantities made by all users. We requested market share data from DLA and estimated 
the Marine Corps’ portion of DLA spend by multiplying dollars in the ACF by the USMC’s 
market share factor for that fiscal year. Thus, as a result of this calculation, USMC spend con-
stituted those transactions that had dollar values larger than zero. 

USMC requisitions were identified by the first position of the DoD Address Activity 
Code, which is embedded in the first six positions of the requisition number. Contractors and 
FMS were counted as “other service.” The requisitions counted were based on open and closed 
requisitions from DORRA’s requisition history files. Requisitions were excluded if they were 
coded as cancelled or rejected (record types 3 and 7) or duplicate requisitions by NSN part 
number, requisition document number, and suffix code. 

ACF transaction data represent individual contract lines, which typically refer to par-
ticular NSNs or part numbers. Dollars were represented by the variable “obligdol” or dollars 
obligated for individual contract lines.

The ACF identified companies using Commercial and Government Entity (CAGE) 
codes. Parent companies were identified by matching DUNS data, which contains CAGE 
codes, to the DLA contract data. The DUNS data contained parent DUNS and CAGE codes 
for various local company CAGE codes. In the event that the DUNS file did not contain a 
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CAGE code found in the ACF, we assigned the local company CAGE code (and local com-
pany DUNS number) as the parent CAGE and DUNS code. 

We used the Acquisition Method Code (AMC) to identify dollars as competitive, sole 
source, or unknown. We defined competitive dollars as AMCs of 1 or 2. Sole source was 
defined as AMCs of 3, 4, or 5. Dollars were defined as “unknown” if the AMC was equal to 
0 or missing or invalid. AMCs are the products of assessments made by engineering special-
ists. They are different from DD350 codes, because they are associated with the NSN, not the 
actual contract. DLA advised us to use AMCs for our analyses.

DLA also provided us with binary flag variables to identify its various transaction auto-
mation programs. For a summary of these programs, see Chapter Five on DLA spending.
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